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Schooling, the school
effectiveness movement and
educational reform

Introduction
In the first half of the _1980s there were a number of education
reports in all stateS and also it _the federal level. These created an
impression that_ momentous educational changes were underway.
Although the reports are quite varied in their SOO and in their
recommendations for improved edutatiOn, Many themes recur. It is
not possible in the space of thiSMOncigtaph to examine any of the
reports in detail, but it it etSential to My overall argument that
some of the major thrtrStS of the various reports be addressed in
relation to_their majtit imPlications for the administration of
ethicational resources hi schools.
I wish to_argue _that education in Australia, after one of its
most _progressive and enlightened_ (albeit in -certain:important ways,
flawed) phases; must be protected by educators and citizens from
being captured by a new COnSetiratiStiiiin education and society;

undertones of which can be detected, I believe; in many of the
recent reports of committees Of _enquiry into education and the
like TheseJeportS include those of the Review Committee on
Quality of_ Educition in Australia (QERC Report) (1985); =_
Committee of Enquiry into Education in South AtiStralia (Keeves
Report) (1982); Committee of Inquiry iritO Educationia Western
Australia (Beaslcy_Report) (1984), Departnient of Education;
Queensland_(1985); MittiStetial ReVii* into Post-Compulsory
Education (BlackbititiRoPort) (1985); New South Wales Education
Department (Swann4ACKinnort Report) (undated). The reports,
with varying degrees of emphasis; advocate some form of cor_:
curricultir4 for schools; are concerned about tiattOWly defined
_

standards of literacy and_ numeracy,_ seek tO -connect echicatim more
effectively to the demands of an Matti-jai economyi_andi despite a
rhetoric of devolution, suggest ways of Makingteachers and schools

More accountable to ceritraliSed authorities The persistent,
underlying rationale iS that ichools_can be made to be more
`effective' in Sit& Wayi. The reports; therefore; provide a sense of

legitimacy for_the_superficially plausible `whisol effectiveness
movement' _that has been sweeping the USA and Which has made
substantial inroads into Australian education diScoune.
_
_
The importance of the growitiesch-661 effectiveness movement'
must be recognised at tWO kith. FirStly, it has been extremely
influential overseas, especially iti its_rountry of origin; the United
States, and is being MctiaSitigly supported in Australia (Duignan
1985). Don Edgari_ Diracior _of the Australian Institut?. for Family
Studies, for instance; has been reported as arguing ',hat Schools in
depressed titban areas in Australia should adopt the American
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school effectiveness model (Age; 2 April 1985; p.19) in order to
boost the achievement levels of economically disadvantaged pupils.
Edgar's views raise also the second level at which the 'school
effectiveness movement' is important_it represents a recognition of
genuine problems of schooling in modem industrial societies.
However; the generally conservative solutions that it offers for
these problems, I shalL argue,_are not only inadequate but; by
presenting a fairiy superficial analysis of educational problems, are
likely _to compound the educational: disadvantage of many children.
To understand the problems that the school effectiveness
movement seeks to redress, and the inadequacy of the solutions it
offers, it will be necessary toiexamine traditions of education and
school organisation, and challenge; _to those traditions__From this
perspective we may better_ understand the problems that have in
recent years led to the school effectiveness movement and a flurry
ofeducationalseports in the mid4 980s. This movement, and the
reports, will be examined critically and suggestions will be made
for genuine education& reforms that may contribute to democratic
and egalitarian schooling. The aim of such reforms would be to
create socially responsible schools.

Education at mid-century
By the middle of this century several major themesdemocracy,
social cohesion, social mobility and equalitywere well established
in the prevailing discourse about education in Australia: These
themes are part of a traditional liberal democratic view of
education and society; in which education is seen as capable of
altering individual capacities and,_therefore, individual positions in
the stable and enduring social and economic structure. These
assumptions were part of the framework upon which the dominant
approaches to the sociology of education and educational
administration throughout the western industrial world by the
1_950t and 1960istructural fimctionafism and human capital
theoryare based; Both conceptualise education as a 'socially
Nwerful; politically feasible means of attacking a broad range of
remarkably diverse social 2nd economic problems' (Papagiannis,
Klees & Bickel 1982; p.246) while simultaneously maintaining the
ewential equilibrium and continuity of society.
The purpose of social institutions, including education;
according to the prevailing theory of_structural functionalism; is to
fulfil social needs and thus contribute to the functional unity of
society_ Harmony; or _social order; is achieved by normative means
that prevent serious, dysfunctional conflict. By encouraging a
common belief system and appropriate social behaviour, education
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contributes to social consensus and stability (Parsons_1959, 1960).
Hence, 'an educational system functions to develop the:technical
skills and the norms necessary to the particular stage of society's
development' (Papagiannis, Klees & Bickel 1982, p.250. See also
Clark 1962; Dreehen 1968). Sikial efficiency is served,_by_the_
recognition and rewarA of human potential; within existing social
arrangements in which_tilented individuals will be elevated; largely
through the _education system, so that they may make their
appropriate contribution to society.
_Human capital theory has in common with structural
functionalism an emphasis upon beth the technical fUnction of
education and the efficient use of human resources (Karabil &
Halfty 1977). In the view of neo-classical economics, the rigours of
education, seen as an:investment against deferred economic returns,
test and justly reward the varying effort and talent of individuals.
Liberal notions of equity and justice are comfortably
accommodated within the dominant perspective of 'fair,
meritocratic competition for the unequal social rewards offered'
(Papagiannis, Klets & Bickel 1982, p.251). Equal chances for all
means a system that is, supposedly, hoth fair, at least in terms of
access if not outcomes, and efficient.
Thelast_ point has proven_to be the most important 2nd
pervasive, and also the_most educationally disabling, of the general
liberal perspective of_schooling. Social and economic :inequalities
can in this view be ameliorated, or partially redressed) through the
all-important notion of equality of opportunity. The social
structure itself is not to t* altered but opportunities for
advancement within that structure were to be made fairer_through
equal access to education. Arid once the notion that educational
success iffirectly contributes to economk and-social 'life chances'
was widely accepted, along with the view that all children did
actually have equal chances to dolvell at school, it:was but a small
step to conceive of the ideal weiety as one in which those with the
greatest intelligence and who make the greatest effort (and who are
therefore the most deseiNing) are promoted to positions of power_
and status. As Smith (1985) points out, such thinking in regard to
education is currently extremely widespread in_thaL`people accept
that their own material conditions could be improved; but that the
social structure itselfis basically fair' (Smith 1985; p: 15).
Stkli_a social ideal is satirised by Young (1958) as a
imeritocracy'a society in which achievement and success goes to
those with the greatest `I.Q. plus effote (Bennett 1982, p.164)
since all are supposedly granted equal educational opportunity;
Bennett explains the legacy of this notion:
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This doctrine of equality of opportunity had enormous implications
for education itself. First;_it assumed that the purpose of the
education system was simply personal_advancement in material
terms. Abovt all, it endorscd the principle that education; like
society itself,is a competition, a process which produces winners
and losers. The purpose of the policy is to ensure that the rules of
the competition are fairthat is, that everyone has an equal chance
(Bennett 1982, p.165)

As_in foot races, boxing matches and games of skill, in which the
same (equal) rules lead to unequal results; those with ability would
come out on top in education and society. As Rae et al. point out,
`... equal means are used ... to create, systematize and legitimate
unequal prospects of success' (1981, p.66). Just as the _ability to lift
heavy weights, for instance, is an indication of strength,_the ability
to do well in school is seea as an_ indication of talent and
intelligence. But this does not simply meaa that the strongest
person necessarily lifts the heaviest weight and the smartest child
comes top of the clas& Ailowance must also be made for don by
which individuals; if they try hard enough, can improve their
chances of success. This logic forces all to try even harder and so
eliminates mediocrity.
Bennett points out that it was in the_mid-1960s_that the liberal
faith in the socially and economically beneficial effects of
education; at the level_of both the individual and society, reached
its peak. As he puts it:
Education was expected to establish .1ri equal society, maintain
economic growth and promote national prosperity, while at the
same time providing everyone_with higher incomes, interesting jobs
and a pleasant middle-class life.
(Bennett 1982; p: 165)

Such faith in education was not confined to Australia; for during
the 1960s and early 1970s, as Kogan (1979) points out, the
educational policies of most western countries were:
based upon a belief in the ability of national_authoritiesto prescribe
purposes for education on the assumption that the investment of
finance, vf buildings and manpower and carefully thought out
systems would enable countries to reach goals of a productive
economy, stronger individual freedom and choice, and a more equal
society:

(Kogan 1979, p.19)

The educational resources that wert to be_managed in this
enterprise_were, essentially; the pupils themselves. They were the
human capitaL that the huge national investment of financial
resources in schools was to develop.
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Schools, then, have Jong been_ regarded within the predominent
liberaLtradition as meritocratic institutions in which differential
rewards can be justified and accommodated within the ideals of
western democracy (Clark 1972). Moreover, the socialisation
process in schuols, which results by and large in the acceptance of
the meritocratic nature of society; 4 seenzin this context as
preserving common values which should be shared by society's
members. Social stability_is_ therefore continually enhanced and
preserved; Any social change that may occur is necessarily
piecemeal and adaptive, and, most importantly, is internal to the
normative framework, the value consensus, of a given society
(Parsons_1960). Thus although schools were thought to encourage
some degree of change through individual social mobility and the
competitive quest for material wealth, these need_not be destructive
of social harmony since, iniheliberat view of the world, schools
coula at the same_ time; both promote fair competition and also
soften any tensions that struggles for wealth and position might
otherwise create (McLennan 1985).
The basic assumption upon which this ameliorative ideal of
education rested was that schools were, themselves, politically
neutral. Because schools were thought to serve no_vested_interest
but merely the universal cause of individual_and social betterment;
tlie only issue to be considered in educational administration was
efficiency. It was believed that schools, like other organisations in
the social system; should play their role as efficiently as possible
and so would benefit from scientific techniques of administration
which would enable more effective management of physical
educational resources.

The study of organisations and schools
Organisational theory and educational administration have _been
firmly located within the traditional_ framework of structural
functionalist_assumptions which were discussed in the previous
sectiom Administration is firmly located in theories of structural
functionalism and systems theory, which regard thezpurposes of
education and organisation as being unproblematically related to
social harmony and social efficiency. This section summarises and
critiques the prevailing approaches and, finally, introduces an
alternative cultural perspective on schools as Organisations:

Organisations as systems
Structural functionalist and human _capital views of education arc
paralleled in traditional _views of organisations. As Greenfield
(1973; 1983; 1984), Bates (1980; 1981); Foster (1983) and others
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have poimed out, traditional studies of schools, as, organisations
have attempted to understand_ them lecording to technical or
bureaucratic norms. The fundamental assumption which
undergirds traditional:approaches is that the structure and
operation of organisations like:schools can be explained by
universal laws which exist and which can be _empirically
discovered. Contemporary_organisation_theorists typically claim
that_they _are able to understand; predict and; ultimately; control
the dynamics of organisations because their knowledge oforganisations rests upon, 'the:method of science' (Greenfield 1983,
1:985). Such control is thought by traditional organisational
theorists to
possible latcause organisations are conceived of as
system4 as functional components; which interact with larger
systems called environments and the even larger system of society
(Barnard_1938;Simon 1945; Katz & Kahn 1966):
The organic metaphor (Morgan 1981) of social system is
consistent with the structural functionalist view of society and the
place of education within it. According to Barnard (1938),
organisations, like organisms, are possessed of a co-operative
morality to which their human occupants seek a_sense of
commitment. Getzels; Upham &_Carnpbell (1968)_explain that
harmony and efficiency result from such commitment:
when the needs of the individual and the goals of-the system are
congruent, there is a feeling_of identification with the system. When
the need!, of the individual _and the expectations of the role-set are
congruenti there is a feeling of satisfaction and belongingness in_the
system. When the expectations of the roles and goals of the system
are congruent, there is a feeling of rationality regarding the system.
(Greenfield 1983, pp. 18-9)

That people need to identify with and belong to the system, be it
organisation or society; is taken for granted as a basic tenet of
human nature. This belief mak,n it possible, or even i`naturaf, to
define the behaviour of those people or groups who do not
conform and belong as being pathological or -deviant _and_not
oppositional. The purposes of person and organisation are thought

to be; in their natural state; congruent:
From this point of view, the aim of the organisation theorist is
to:

Improve organisations by: making them:more:efficient and t:lective
and to_make them -serve better the needs and interests of the
individuals who inhabit them ..., The administration of the
organization becomes a largely rational and technical matter.
(Greenfield 1985; p. 524 1)

Emphasis upon supposed universal laws, laws of behavioural
science and universal (closed or open) systemsi imbues
organisations with a reified sense of independent reality which
denies the fact that organisation is produced by people and can be
reproduced by them:
h is_true_that organizations appear to be solid, real entities that act
independently of_human control and are _difficult to change. Yet ±he
paradox is that the vital sparki _tlie_dynamic_of_organisation is m
from nothing more substantial than people doing and_thuAing:
Organizations are limited by and defined by human action;
(Greenfield 1980, p. 27)

Organisation has thus become narrowly regarded as a thing, a
completed product that is produced without the help of human
hands, rather than as a continuous process of organising (Brown
1978; Greenfield 1983) in which power _is exerted to ensure the cooperativeness of people (Selznick 1962; Vieber_1968). This view of
organisations resulted_in_the_search for the 'One Best Syste.-a'
(Tyack1984) in wifich schools would play an important part
(Parsons 1959; Dreeben 1968):
This was a heady vision and one in which education was a
fundamental-agency. For although many things were necessary for
this desirable_ cta e olaffairs_to come about, three things were
essential: a selection and_allocation ofindividuals to appropriate
positionsi a system of socialisation into_the norms and values of
society_and a:system of rewards and inducements that would
maintain motivation and commitment.
(Bates I982a, p.15)

An important point in this vision of education in_the_ 'one best
system' is that the relationship between individual, school and
society is regarded as unproblematic. Schools are viewed as
exisiting within the normative framework of society which is
accepted as given. Indivtduals, schools and society are taken to be
functionally related.
Withiothe_supposed social stability of the structural
functionalist world; schools play an important part in ensuring that
the harmony of the system is not disturbed by generational change.
Indeed it is the function of the school and the family;:the 'pattern
maintenance' fiinction, to ensure the commitment of diverse young
people of various social and economic origins to the overriding
values of the social_system that would rhus remain stable over time
(Parsons 1951);_Through a shared vision of the 'one best system'
(Tyack 1914; Parsons 1959; Dreeben 1968), education could
maintain across generations; it was argued, the motivation and

commitment to an idealised system which promised continual
social progress (Bates 1982a). The work of education in controlling
and guiding society towards the one best system was not to be
underestimated because, according to Bressler's argument:
Social change can betontrolled by the application of disciplined
intelligence ... the echicational_process is _the only alternative ta
stagnation or revolutionary violence; It is the duty of education to
preside over gradualistic change toward a more perfect expression
of the democratic tradition.
ii
(in Bates I982a, p.15)

It is against such an overly determined perspective, which sees
schools as unproblematically inducting children into existing social
arrangements, that Greenfield's critique of organisation theory can
tve seen to hold out hope for the possibility of change within the
school system.

Schools as cultukil sites
One particularly enlightening_insight_which Greenfield provides is
in his description of schools as sites of cultural negotiation among
those people who have a stake in them:
what many people seem to want from schools is that schools reflect
the values that are central and meaningful in their lives. If this
view is correct; schools are cultural anefacts that people struggle to
shape in their own image. Only in such form do they have faithin
them; only in such form can they participate comfortably in them.
(Greenfield 1973, p.570)

This insight is extremely important because the functionalist
rationality which still dominates approaches to school organisation
and administration treats schools 'as merely instructional sites
designed to pass onto students a "common" culture and set_of skills
that will enable them to operate effectively in the wider society'
(Giroux 1984 p.36, emphasis added); Such a view; based on a
conception of education which st.parates fact from value and ends
from means; assumes that schools are politically neutral whereas,
when studied as both instructional and cultural sites:
Schools must In: seen as institutions marked by the same complex
of contradictory cultures that characterize the_dominant society.
Schools are social sites constituted by a complex of dominant and
subordinate cultures, each characterized by the power they have to
define and legitimate a specific view of reality.
(Giroux 1984, p. 37)

Thus, contradictions over such 'message systems' of schools as
pedagogy, curriculum and evaluation (Bernstein 1977), and over
class, gender, and political and social futures (Apple 1982; 1983;
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Watkins 1983, 1985) create tensions which are mediated Only by
the influencerif human agents upon the current practicet and
organisafion of schooling. And these_ themselvet have been
produced by historical practice which has shaped ichicational
structures in an ongoing dialectic of continititY and change of what
is to constitute the culture of the school.
At Batet (1982b) makes quite clear, an understanding that
tchOOlt are cultural sights is essential for any understanding of
tchools as organisations:
Foster (1980); Giroux (1981), Greenfield (1979, 1980), and Bates
(1980, 1981) have all argued the necessity Of cOnStructing a cultural
analysis of educational administration as an alternative_to the
inherently sterile pursuit of a deterministic behavioural Science:.
ThiS iS ribt solely because the dynamics of organisation cgn better
be underStoOd_through such a perspective but also because
educational organisauons, above all, are committed to the
maintenance; transinission and recreaticin cif culture.

(Bates I982b, p.9)

Ctiltute is; in this view, 'the prime resource', and, one might add,

the Kime mediator and Cat come;_of educational practice.
What is_ being managed in _schools therefore isabuit all elte,
culture. The development of physical, financial and hiiinan
resources itself involves cultural choices about whaLthunts as
appropriate knowledge, curriculum conterit:thsadVantage;_
intelligence, behaviour; teachenpupil relations, manners; speech;
ttylet Of drett and conversationi_ifid manyimore. And once
cultural choices are mac:kiln education; cultural discrimination it
done to those_whose culture is not compatible with that Of the
school. in most circumstances this means that; in pattietilar, girls,
children from working class and ethnic backgrOundt, lint also
others; 2re disadvantaged in an education Syttein that typically
treats all children as if they had equal access to middle-class, male
Anglo-culture.
The realisation that_schools aie essentially cultural titet it
not new. Indeed, a number of educational reforms of the 1960s
and 1970s partially addressed this concern by atternixing to make
schooling more relevant to the lives of studeritt of diVerse cultural
backgrounds. These reforms_and the opportunities for educational
advancement that they afforded; will be disc:limed in a later
section. In the current educational cliinate, however; such a
cultural pertpective on schools as organisations is being submerged
irt an emphasis upon a narrow conception of school 'effectivenete
which entrenches the neve_functionalist views that tchnolt are
merely instructional sites; that the purposes of schOoling are given,
and that all students should embrace the equal opportunities
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provided to them in schools to excel within a stratified social
system.

The school effectiveness movement
The school effectiveness movement:has received an extraordinary
amount ofattention in the United States in recent years, and has
Australia_
been enthusiastically supported in many _quarters
(Duignan 1985). I will argue in this section that the movement is
mistaken in that; although it correctly searches for school-level
reasons for differences in educational outcomes, by isolating schools
from their social and political context it can find only factors
which in none too subtle ways induct students into the status quo
and the prevailing school culture. In short, the differences that
effective schórds__claim_to_ make, make very little difference in terms
of the life chances_ of pupils.

The section begins by discussing earlier reformattempts to
bring about more equitable education; and then examines the
problem of whether or not schools themselves make a difference to
educational outcomes. The school effectiveness movement and
recent American reports on education, which take as given that
schools do make a difference and which attempt to distinguish
between effective and ineffective sdiools, are_ then_examined in
detail; This is fbIln,--ed by a critique of the most prominent of the
American reports; A Nation at Risk (National Commission on
Excellence in Education 1983). Finally, I suggest that several of
the recent Australian_reports on education, while not as
uncompromising as their American_counterparts, also contain
suggestions and recommendations that may 5e interpreted as
socially conservative and educationally regressive.

Education for individual and national development
The traditional `faith'_ in _the efficacy of education, a_ faith whidi in
many ways still persists even in times of high unemployment and
recession; is characterised in Australia and other Western nations

by firstly, the implicit promise of the education system that a
relatively comfortable_ middle-class life would be available_to those

who strove for it; and secondly, the belief that a better educated
community would lead to a stronger economy, increased standards
of living and greater equality.
_Such faith in education has been fuelled for the past century
by two assumptions. Firstly, it requires a belief that education is
'neutral' and serves the common good. Secondly; it is sustained by
&elief that educational inputs can be effectively managed to
produce specific outputs. In comprehensive public schools, it was
thought, the skills of all children could be developed. Investment
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in education, therefore, was_the mobilisation of resources which
could be deployed for the development of 'human capital'. The
tradition of equality in educational reform amounued to_ attempts to
provide equal access to schools for the children of disadvantaged
groups so that relative success rates of children from different
backgrounds could be evened out.
One version of the 'human capital' approach_toeducational
reform was the belief that the educational performance of
disadvantaged children could be improved_ if schools; in their
allocation of resources, were to discriminate positively in their
favour% In the 1960s and 1970s such a policy of 'compensatory
education' was adopted in the United Kingdom following the

Plowden ReNrt (Cential Advisory Council for Education :
England 1967) and *At the batiS_Of the 'Head Start' program in
the United StateS. In Australia; the notion thatschools should be
resourced according to relative_'nenls' was the major
recommendation of the extremely influential Karmel Report
(Interim Committee for the Australian Schools Commission 1973).
Under the policy of 'needs funding', scho-ols still receive direct
federal grants under the Disadvantaged SchoOls Program to help
reduce the special disadvantages of their pupils. Such faith in
public education was built on the belief that_schmls could deliver
oppartunities for sccial and economic success to pupils of talent
from all backgrounds: The accumulation of evidence, however;
even during the 1960s and early 1970s when public faith in
education was at its highest, indicated that education reforms had
failed to significantly alter the:relative educational outcomes and
life chances Of children from dominant and non-dominant social
groups. Sch6Olti if thit evidence is to be believed, cannot offer the
chance Of upward social mobility that they promise. The question
of whether or not sthools domake a difference, however, is none
the less a contested and enduring one

Do schools make a difference to educational outcomes?
The most influential contributors to the argument that schools
offer very little opportunity for social mobility are the American
scholars Coleman (1966) and Jencks {1972). After massive studies,
both concluded:that Schooling_itself has little effect on measured
educational attainment. Both found that although there were
variations _in achievement levels of pupils between schools; these
were not_as great as the variations within schools._As Jencks
concluded, 'variations in what children learn in schools depend
largely on variations in what they bring to school; not in variations
in what schools offer them' (1973, p.53). Schools themselves, that
is, make extremely little difference.
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This conclusion has been challenged in the United Kingdom
by Rutter (Rutter et al. 1979; Rutter 1983), who maintains that
schools do make a difference and, moreover, that his research
indicares which particular aspects of school organisation most
directly contribute to the successful performance ofpupils_nese
are important conclusionsnot least bcause they_have helped to
spawnl'he 'school efreAs.iiveness' movement. Carefui analysis

suggests, however, that despite the contrasts that have been drawn
between_ the_claims of Rutter and those of Jencks and Coleman, by
Rutter himself as well as by others (Rutter 1983; Rogers :1979), the
findings of all three are remarkably similar. After comparing the
respective claims of Rutter, Coleman and Jencks, Murphy, for
instance, concludes:
there can be no doubt that Coleman, Jencks and_Ruumare in
substantial agreement. In each case, differences in the family
background and in the in7ellectual ability of the student population
account for much the greater part of the variance identified. In its
conventional usage, then, schtiols for Rutter, as for Coleman and
Jencks evidently make little difference
(Murphy 1985, p. 1 0).

Murphy suggests that the differences_cfaimed by Rutter (1983)
are semantic or rhetorical rather than substantial. Rutter draws an
important distinction between !inequalities' in attainment and
'overall levels of attainment' which allows him to point out Jim
'improving school will not necessarily make any difference to:
individual variations. But it may have a decisive impact in raising
overall standards of attainment' (Rutter et al. 1979 0.7). This
distinction is important because, as Murphy points out:
In that Rutter's claim pertains to the effect mfschools on 'overall
attainment', whilst Coleman and Jencks' relates to the effect_of
schools on 'variations_ in attainment', the resulting claims are, by
this tlistinction, merely different not mutually exclusive. ...Rutter
is left with a study which _cannot support, still less vindicate _his
charge that Coleman and Jencks 'underestimate' the effects of
schooling.

(Murphy 1985, pp. 110=11)

Moreover, Rutter's claims can be criticisedat a methodological
level, especially in relation to his_overestimate of the effect of
school processes compared with family backgrounds. Murphy
(1985) and Ashenden (1979) suggest that the findings_of Rutter are
trivial in that the differences that 'good' schools are alleged to
make; in themselves, make little if any difference to pupils' life
chances.
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Such criticisms can also be made of the more recent school
effectiveness:literature which is sweeping the United States. _The
factors which are said to improve 'school effectiveness' are often
trivial and the methOdological procedures, which have led a host of
researchers to conclude that such factors are 'effective', are, to say
the least; questionable (Rowan 1985).

lite-School efrectiveness movement and the American
reports
Briefly; school effectiveness research began as an attempt to
identi67 teacher behaviours that were associated with improved
student learning (e.g. Good 1979; Barr & Dreeben 1978; Clark;
Lotto & McCarthy 1980). Many of these researchers:began with a
conviction that Coleman and Jencks were wrong in _their
conclusion that_ teachers aid administrators cotildhave_little effect
on student achievement. They_befieved that examples of school
differences could only be found by examining what actually
occurred in clalsrooms in order to detect direct causal links between
teaching practices and educational outcomes. More recently,
however, with the publication in the United States of a wave of
national reports on education that call for a resurgence of
'excellence' in schools; the school effectiveness researcb_seeks_to
find 'connections between school-level policies and practices and
important student outcomes, e.g., achievement; behaviour and selfconcepe (Murphy J.F. 1985. See also Clark 1980; Goodlad 1979;
Hallinger et al; 1983; St Clair 1984; Bell 1983; Waterman 1984).
The American reports (e.g. National Commission on
Excellence in Education 1983; National Science Board Commission
on Precollege Education in-MathernaticsScience and Technology
1983; Twentieth Century Fund Task Force_on federal Elementary
and Secondary Education Policy 1983) tapped public concern
about not only educatior, but also America's future. The current
wave of support for educational reform in the United States
expresses a belief that the raising of 'standards' through more
rigorous testing and screening in schools; and emphasis on the
basics and academic 'excellence' (often seen as the same thing), will
stimulate America's prOductivity and reassen her flagging world
economic and even military dominance. This point is illustrated in
the opening passage_of the most_ influential and widely publicised
of the reports; A Nation At Risk:
Our Nation is a risk. Our once unchallenged preeminence in
commerce;_industry; science and technological innovation is being
overtaken by competitors throughout the wor! '
the educational
foundations of our society are presently beiii,
1 by a rising
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tide of mediocrity that threatens Our trry future as a Nation and as
a_people

If an unfriendly power had attempted to impose on America the
mediocre educational performance that exists today we might well
haVt lAeWed it as an act of war... We have; in effect; been
tommitting an act of educational disarmament.
(National Commission on Excellence in Education 1983; p 5)

The Comniiisioners are in no doubt that 'the United State5 is
under challenge from many quarters' (p.36) and that their
recommendafions 'will prepare these children for far more effective
lives in a far stronger America' (p.36). The recommendations are
to make schools `tic-en-me:by, in the main; 'generally "getting
tough" with students, teachers and even administrators' (Passow

1984; p. 6M).
One of the major_contributors to the effective schools
itióVernent in America; Joseph F. Murphy (not to be confused with
the British scholar; Murphy; whose analysis of the claims of
Rutter;_Coleman and Jencks is discussed abOve); suggests that the
findings of effective scho-ols reSearch can be 'grouped into 14
effectiveness variables or factors; seven of_whichdeal_with
curriailum and instruction issues while the remainder focus on

school learning climate' (Murphy; J-.E 1985; p.2).
The ciiirithruM and instruction factors are that in 'effective'
schools:

students have more of an opportunity to learn through efficient
management of time andiasks
thei ii highly_ra-ordinated curriculum in which 'objectives;
materials; instruction and assessment are all tightly aligned'
there is active reaching with direet inStructiört of the whole class
and close monitoring by the teacher
there is a eteat acadeinicimission and focusi the clear goal being
the itriproveinent of student achievement with special emphasis

On the baSiC Skills

6 prinCipals_eichibit strong instructional leadership by, spthding
ninth of their time 'co-ordinating and controlling ifiStriittion and
curriculum'
there is a plan of stifle-wed iteiffiikvekipment to 'upgrade the
skills and co-ordinate the professional growth of staff members'
finally, and triciSt impOrtantly in much of the school effectiveness
literature; in effective schools there is frequent monitoring of
StUdent prógiessi_ and administrators discuss test results with the
whole staff and individual teachers as well as with parents so

that 'the staff is held accountable for teSt results'.
(adapted from Murphy, J.F. 1985, pp:1-2)
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With tegard:to school learning climate factors, effective schools are
characterised by:
high iiiiitdOrds anrf_expertations of students which 'are predicated
on _the &lief that all students can learn', and_which are reflected
in course requirements, rigorous grading, and 'a press for
excellence in everything that staffand students:undertake'
a safe and orderbi environment for learning which iS iStabliShed
and Maintained through clear rules Ivhich ate faiilY 2nd
consistently enforced
a system of widespreadrewards_and recognuioni most importantly
`academic_excellence, but also for 'citizenship, participation
iii Student affairs, service to school_and community, and so

forth', such awards being presented to a large number of
students 'in public ceremonies as often as possible'
many opportunities_ for stuttent participation and responsi&ility
a strong degree of homeschool co-operaticin and :nom. fin which
the teh6O1 encourages the_support of parents for its goals,
diSCipline _policies and homework policy
collaborative organisation processes which include 'open :
communications within_and across hierarchical_levels) shared

decision makingcolleagueship in planning_ and developrrient,
constructive conflict resolution, and the building of cötiSeriSus
across divergent groups'
a senSe of itaff and student cohesion and sUppori which is
develOped through_the_promotion of ceremonies and symbols
that reinforce school_goals;_and also through teacher concern for
student welfare. To these ends; 'effective schools deliberately
arrange activities so that the student culture supports impottAnt
school norms'.

(adapted from Murphy, J.F. 1985, 0.3)
From Murphy's summaty it is clear that school effectiveneSS
researchers have attempted to identify 'teacher behaviourS And
school practices that intersected neatly with practitioner WiSdoni on
what schools should do to:become academically prodiicriVe' (Cuban
19821p. 130, erriphaSiS added). Such a measure of effectiveness of
Schiioling, however, is clearly inadequate in several ways.

The liinitatiOns of school 'effectiveness'
This SectiorLikamines _the limitations of the notion of 'effectiveness'
that is_ employed in the 'school effectiveness' literature.
Firstly; the concept of effectiveness is extremely narroW.
Educational outcomes are measured_in terms of standardiSed testS
of 'basic' literacy and numeracy skills. As Cuban Ninth out, 'school
effectiveness research and programs ignore many skills, habits; and
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attitudes beyond the reach of paper-and-pencil tests' (1984, p.132).
A traditional and limited notion of 'what counts' as education is
reinforced:

reiktitiVe, loW4evel intellectual skills are now surrounded by_a halo
of legitimacy. Filling in blankS, getting test-wise to multiple-choice
items; and completing exercises elevate tedious tasks to the status of
effective instruction. Concern for student interest, motivation and
the life of the_mind diminishes with accelerated use of dittos,
seatwork and pre- and post-tests. .
(Cuban 1984; p. 148)

Secondly, the emphasis=upon _standardised achievementtests
raies the queg-inti of for whom, and in whose interests; schools
areto I:* effective. These tests are intendedtoistimulate motivation
and Competition, _butisuth_tests_have beeni_in the past, a_ major
elthient Of.cultural_discrimination in schools because they are
Constructed_according _to the values and experiences of certain
social_groups (Karier 1972). As long as such tests are used as 'the
absolute authority for -prmiotion, graduation, admission, and
evaluation', argue_ Yeakey &.Johnston:
We cannot take comfort in _the old myth that only ability matters in
our highly Competitive, highly achievement-oriented society; for the
very high torrelgtiiin Ketween achievement and family income
rema;ns unaltered.
(Yeakey & Johnston 1985, p.162)

In Schticil effectiveness rhetoric schooling is treated_as being
politically_andideologically neutral. This is somewhat ironic given
thaithe origins o1 school effectiveness research were in attempts to
improve student academic performance in schools in areas of
poverty and disadvantage. :
Thirdly, and related to the:previous point, _the narrow concept
of 'effective' sehOcilt recreates 'the dream ofan efficient one-bestsystem of instruction of an earlier generation of reformers' (Cuban
1984, P. 149)._The efficiency and uniformity of schooling are to be
ensi,red,_according_t0 the American reports, by making the form
arid _content of instruction the same _for allthus disadvantaging

those who do not accommodate to:the culture of the traditional,
'effective' school. Such a demand for uniformity often_means that
scho-ol administration and teaching are reduced to a narrow range
of techniques for improving test results.
The language of school effectiveness and the American reportS
it replete with enthusiastic references to direct instruction, whOleclass instruction, teacher-directed activities, time on task, continual
monitoring of student work, accountability, :and the like. It does
not, however, address educational issues and concepts such as the
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'hidden curriculum!, which,_ as Yeakey & JOhnston Nint Out, iS
uncritically and unknowingly_moved `to center Stage' through the
apparent acceptance of !the discredited_notian that all students;
irrespidivenf_their_social _status; sex; and racial; ethnic; or
filigionsbackground_will be treated equally by being held to the
same academiciqandards' (Yeakey & Johnston 1985; p.167).
Critical and refiective thinking, social inquiry and creative activity

on the mil of teacher or pupil are pushed aside in preference fOr
the cnokbonk of effective methnds.
The &lire _to makt_instruction efficient and scientific can be
aitied be_anti-educational since administrators and teachers
attempt
establish 'tighter organisational linkages between what
teachers teach and the content of test items' (Cuban 1984, 0. 133).
Ey teaching only what is to be tested and hoW tO g6 abontidOing
the tests, reading and mathematics scores are improved and so
deinOnStrate that the school is 'effective' or even 'excellene(Rowan
1985). Educational administrators; therefbre, are encouraged _to
value thntrol; predicability and efficiency in their schools such
that; as_Winh (1983) notes; the scientific management which has
long characterised schools; despite its limitationt (Watkins 1985,
1986); is:legitimated and extended by the Arnetican repOrtt._
In other ways, too, propoted measures of 'effectiveness' in
schnol are inadequate. They excludei or at leak fait_to
acknoWledge, 'the pleasures that teachers deriVe friet_their
relatiOnShips_with children, the_unpredictable, the unexpected; the
Unplanned, and_the_joyful' (Cuban 1984; p.149), in a vision of
schooling that amounts to:little more than extended spelling bees,

multiplication tables; and the learning and recall of 'that'. Perhapt
the most serious limitation of both the American repciett and_the_
schnol effectiveness movement in general, ihoWever, it quite Simply
that they propose nothing new.:It has all bea_adVocated_and tried
bifbre (most recently after the Soviets launched Sputnik in 1957);
The SiniPlistic_and conservative prescriptions fbr 'effectiveness';

'timproved standarde and 'excellence'terms which are treated as
shibboleths_ but which are undefined;_unspecified, and ultimately

meaninglessare merely rhetorical calls to actibn which reinforte
the notion that education should serve the status quo.

America at risk from A friatioh at Rith
In most of the recent reports on education in America, particularly
A Nation at Risk; the major emphasis isthat effeitive education
Can_ helP the_nation performbetter economically and so reverse 'a
Steady_15-year decline in industrial productivity; as one great
American industry after another falls to world competition'
(National Commission on Excellence in Education 1983, 0.18).
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The economic analysis of America's industrial prodiicthity_and
capatityithat is provided in A Nation _at Risk is extraordinarily
nahrt. The Simplistic assumption seems to be that decline in
industrial productivity's somehow directly linked to educational
performance rather than to alterations in word economic affairs.
The economic 'crisis', none the less, is regarded as being eXtreniely
alarming to American citizens because 'Americans like to think of
this Nation as the preeminent country:for_generating the great
ideas and material benefits for-all mankind' (National Commission
for Excellence in Education 1983, pp-17-18)_The propoSed educational solutions for America's economic
probleths are not simply_threct instruction; more time on task,
More rigorous testing and emphasis on the basics. These are to
occur within a framework of competitiveness which buil& bri 'the
persistent and authentic American dream that superior performance
can raise one's state in life and shape_one's own future' (National
COmmiSsiOn on Excellence in Education 1983, p. 15); This dream
(alOrig With 'the natural abilitiesof_the young that cry out to be
deVeloPed', the dedication of teachers,, 'examples of local success as
a risult_of superior efforeohe ingenuity of education experts, and
the belief that 'education is an investment in ever-renewable human
resources') is one of 'the essential raw materials needed tet reforth
an educational system 'which] are waiting to be mObiliied through
effective leadership'INational _Commission On Eicellence in
Edu-catitiri 1983 p.15). It s the dream of clasiical liberalism
inVolVing a commitment to individual competition as summarised
in 6 frontispiece to the report:
All, regardless_of_race or_class or economic status, are entitled to a
fair chance and to the tools for_developing their individual powers

Of mind and spirit to the utmost; This promise/mans that all
Children 1:y virtue of their own efforts, competently guided, can
hopt tO attain the mature and informed judgment needed to secure
gainful employment, and to manage their Own lives, thereby serving
not only their Own interests but also the progress of society itself.
(National Commission on Excellence in Educatibn 1983, 0.4)

asin ihe long tradition of education in Western societies,
amounts_merely to providing equal opportunities for all to ampere
according to the same rules. The simplistic logic of such repOrtS
seems to: be that, by:stimulating individual competitiOn in Schools,
overall standards will be:raised:and the industrial and Military
competitiveness of America will be enhance& This_belief is
allegedly ;hared by the American_people who are said to consider
'education more important than developing thc best industria1
system or the strongest military force, perhaps because thcy
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understood education as the cornerstone of both 1National
Commission on Excellence in Education 1983, p. 16=-17). The
limitations of such a world-view are summarised by Tyack &
Hansot:
The new conventional wisdom, appearing in prestigious reports,
holdt that the essence of life is competition.7between individuals
and Ixtween nationsand that public schooling should be Framed
to ensure success in that contest. Disappeared or masked is the
vision_ofusing schooling as a meacs of giving the oppressed a fair
chance, of reflecting the pluralist cultures of society, or of following
the path of cooperation_ratherthan_the unremitting competition
between individuals and between nations:
(Tyack & Hansot 1984, p: 66)

Issues of social and political justice are swamped by the concern to
develop in the schools willing and compliant workers in auniform
and regulated society. As such the reforms 'echo traditional
commitments to public schools 2S agents of cultural imposition and
economic regulation' (Finkelstein 1984; p.277).

Only in America?
The reports in the United States illustrate, more than anything
else, the conservative direction in which education has shifted in
that nation. This is perhaps not surprising in a nation_which reelected as president Ronald Reagan and is_seemingiy _undergoing a
re-birth of moral conservatism_and_lraditional American values'.
But whatof Australia with social democratic governments federally
and in most states?

During the first half of the 1980s the Commonwealth and
every State and Territory commissioned education enquiries. And
while the reports that have resulted from these enquiries contain a
mixture of progressive and regressive suggestions,they reflect
undertones of a new conservatism which challenges many of the
limited gains made_in education during the previous two decades.
firstly;_the Australian reports; like those in America, seem_ to
be dominated by considerations of skills, especially literacy and
numeracy. Although these are defined as 'basic' skills, their
development, essentially through increased testing to raise
standards, is seen as being of crucial importance hittlifor its own
sake and because the possession of such skills is thought to
enhance employment opportunities This can be argued to be a
somewhatcurious notion of basic skills; for it overlooks the fact
that the reason for learning the basics was once to facilitate pupils'
enquiry into history, literature, study of society and the like.
Instead of embracing educational vision, social understanding,
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inSight and enlightenment, however; emphasis on_lhe basics'
Substitutes a_concern for the instrumental and vocational aspects of
education; and for the closer alignment of education and industry.
Moreover; amongst the authors of the:various reports there seems
to be some, uncertainty about how high or low 'standar& "currently
are. According to the Committee of Inquiry into Education in
Western Australia, for instance:
The_Committee received many written submissions referring to
standards _in literacy and numeracy, and received much Otal
evidence on the subject: Rightly or_wronglyi there is a growing
belief that standards are slipping below acceptable levels_and that
many students" are poorly educated and even unemployable:
In_responding to this concernohe Committee did not start
from the position that standards of literacy and numeracy and
written and spoken expression_are declining, for it has seen no clear
research evidence_supporting that contention. The Committee
started from the position_that community and business life requiret
higher standards than those of the past.
(Committee of Inquiry into Education in Western Australia L984,
p. 29)

The Commonwealth's Review Committee On QUality Of Ethitation
in Australia (1985) had equal diffittilty:in -ckaling With the qiieStion
of where 'standards' are at and where they should be;
:The currem prominence that is_giVen to 'standards' and 'the
1i-4Si-es' by ihe report mritersi however reluctantly; may lead not
only to a narrow emphasis in schools; but ialso to more of 'blaming
the victims'. For; as Tickell correctly points out in relation to the
current emphasis on literacy:
The fatt is that illiteracy was no problem for employers, or the
press, or the governments lin the mid-60s when migrant and
aboriginal issues_ were raised by teachers]. Illiteracy has always l*en
a massive personal tragedy,for p,ople but it Wat hot a tOcial
problem... There was work for them.. Illiteracy; or alleged
illiteracy (and it's difficult to know which is being discussed at any
time) becomes- a social problem when jobs for those people
disappear; and when they become visible; and when using them
&ecomes convenient. It is yery convenient at the moment to
maintain che fiction that the unemployed are illiterate and are
therefore unemployable...
(Tickell 1981, 0. 5)

A Second but related_major_feature of the Australian reports is
the 2if/lost universal recommendation that curricula be constructed
from units; some of which are part of 'core' subjects, others
'options', but all_assembled undei particular Subject groupingS. In
the case of the Western Australian report (Committee of Inquiry in
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Education in Western Australia), for instance, there areseven such
groupings: Language and_Communication; Social Studies;
Mathematics,_Science and Technology; Physical and Health
Education; Vocational and Personal Awareness, and Practical and
Creative Arts (1984; p.26). The suggested balance between core
and optional units in the curriculum varies among the reports, but
is generally one which, as in the Western Australian report, is
claimed to allOw simultaneously for both rigour and flexibility:
the Committee believes that the unit system must not_be a
`smorgaslord' approach to schooling, but that it should contain
compulsory provisions for all students, with increasing choice as a
student progresses from year 8_to year 12. Iri other words, the
Committee is proposing a much more flexible system of schoOling,
without sacrificing_rigour or achievement of standard requirements
(Committee of Inquiry into Education in Western Australia 1984,
p. 27)

13y taking such an cach-way bet, several reports simply ignore_
the dilemma that is inherent in_selecting core or optional_ curricula,
in _whatever Avay coreLis defined (Skilbeck 1983). The difficulty is
that any uniformly imposed curriculum perpetuates disadvantage
through cultural discrimination. On the other hand, the history 6f
curriculum alternatives in Australia is that options, too, have been
socially and economically reproductive in that a distinction has
usually been made between 'advanced' and 'elementary', 'academic
and '-non-academic'; 'hard' and `soft"aptions; and`brighear
pupils have been steered into appropriate 'choices': There is no
doubt that_thisis a difficult curriculum issue,_ but it can be argued
that_what appears to be a current preference for a reversion to a
more centrally prescribed curriculum is an educationally damaging
response to the problem.
There are a number of other problems tamed by the various
reports. There is much concern with accreditation,__with removing
control of Year 12 certification from tertiary institutions, and
establishing common education certificates While this may allow
broadening of courses in some senses; it may be restrictive in
others in that existing alternatives, such as the Tertiary Orientation
Program and the Schools' Year Twelve and Tertiary _Entrance
Certificate (STC) in Victoria, are devalued or: rejected. There is
much rhetoric of 'participation', 'decentralisation', and 'devolution'
concerning educational governancethroughaut Australia; but; with
the amount of attention given ta matters such as central
accreditation, it_is not _clear_ in most states that such rhetoric will
be matched by genuine local control of education (Noyce 1983;
O'Rourke & McGowan 1985; Skilbeck 1983).

P
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The contradictory possibilities in the reports, the combination
of Progressive and regressive recommendations, make them
fascinating documents. While anen-conservative, instrumental view
of education seems to have been blandly accepted; in the main, in
the United States, in the Australian context greater contestation of
conservative recommendations can be expected from teacher unions
and professional groups, and from highly placed radical and
progressive educators. None the less, SkilKeck cautions:
Despite such convulsions in recent years as the shake-out of top
management in Victoria, the establishment of an education
commission in New South Wales, and the move in several states
towards such functional groupings as 'curriculum' and 'schools' in
place of the _old primary and secondary divisions, only the wilder or
more optimistic prophets speak confidently of revolution in these
conservative days. Consolidation in structures and caution in policy
seem better fitted to low population growth; financial stringency;
and the retreat from education (but not industrial training) as a
major item on the political agenda.
(Skilbeck 19834 p. 99)

Skilbeck's point about a curreat retreat from education', especially,
is worth pondering: if it is true that the current reports and debate
on education in Australia have been influenced by a new
conservatism (Hinkson 1985), one aspect's:A.-which is the forging of
even closer links t*tween education and industry; then we must
indeed search for ways to halt this 'retreat from education':
In the following sectionishalLargue _that in a somewhat
different economic _climate gains were made in education in the
past _two decades. Thecz gains, which recognise that education,
involves resources of knowledge and culture, must be protected in
the current conservative climate. Such gains, I shall then argue in
the firial section of this essay could be extended by responsible
educators who would treat schools more fully as cultural sites
within a social and political context Genuine reform would then
replace current technical and instrumental concerns with
educational ones:

Gains worth protecting and extending
I have argued_throughout this essay that education in Australia has
been characterised by narrow and persistent conceptions of social
control_ and regulation, equality and social mobility. These limited
conceptions have contributed to the manner in which education
has played a part in the 1maintenance of social and economic
inequalities. Education I have argued; has consistently sorted and
allocated children to a hierarchy of status nnd opportunity while
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seeming to offer equal chances for all. Such allocation, because of
the:cukural discrimination which occurs in schools, has_more to do
with the attitudes_ and attributes that_pupils bring _to schools than
with_their actual talent or intelligence Such characteristics of
traditional education are reinforced; I have argued,_ in the
conservative elements of the current educational reform movement.
There was a stage during the 1960s and 1970s, however;
before :the long economic hoOm of the post-war period ended and
the links between education and the economic order were
tightened; when there was in Australia _and elsewhere a limited
reform movement_which was very_different_from that which we arc
currently_witnessing That movement; which partially addressed
the _problem_ of cultural discrimination in schools; was organised
around attempts to make education 'relevant'; that is, to relate the
experience of schooling to the life experience of students. Some
legitimation was given to this push for relevance in education by
the Karmel report of 1973 which:enumerated companion themes to
that of relevanceequality; diversity and participation:
The Committee's identification of educational deficiencies {lack of
resources, gross inequalities, and quality of schooling] itself reflects
the_values held by the Conunittee, as do the remedies pruposed.
There is a number of values_which have_informed the Committee's
deliberations. They are: the pursuit of equality_irt The sense of
making, through schooling, the overall circumstances of children's
education as nearly equal as possible.; the attainment of minimum
standards of competence for life in the modern, democratic, ii
industrial society; the concept of schooling as part of life as well as
a_preparation for life; the notion of education as a life-long
experience; _of which attendance at primary and secondary schools is
one phase; diversity among_schools_in their structures, curricula,
and teaching methods; the devolution; as_far as is practicabk;nf
the making of decisions on those iworking in or with the schools
teachers, pupils-, parents and the local community; the involvement
of the community in school affairs.
(Interim Committee for the Australian Schools Commission 1973,
p. 139)

The school-level reforms whiCh precededi_ accompanied; and
were influenced by _the Kannel report led to a proliferation of
courses in schools; many of which incorporated 'individual
progression'; and which included studies in current events, political
and social issues, mass media, the environment and local history.
Units of study were organised around themes; especially in
English; which included an exploration of personal and social _
issues such as family relationships, sexual behaviour; drugs and
war. In some schools there was an emphasis upon study of; and in;
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the_community: Experiments in non-competitive and non7graded
assessment were tried, and teachers attempted to make schools
relevant; humane and less authoritarian.
Such a focus in schools) upon personal and social values and
upon a wide spectrum of social life and social issues, _was a direct
challenge to the previously hegemonic curriculum and to the
hegemonic _culture._ By begemonk I mean thatthe culture and
curricula_thatare_generally_accepted as standard in schools are not
normal and neutral Instead; they are built iupon, incorporate and
assert the values; beliefs and dispositions of the dominant groups
in society or, to put it another way, the ruling class. :
Focus in the 1960s and 1970s upon contemporary issues and
on life as it is lived by society members prompted a different view
of the past which was concerned not merely with factsbut with
question& atkiut how it was that_things gotta be the way they are.
As Shapiro points out in relation to the American experience at
that time:
The expansion and diversification of the curriculum during this
period__ _ reduceld] the ordered hierarchical character of school
knowledge: In this sense_the curriculum reforms initiated during
the:1960s did indeed undermine the epistemological_bases for social
ranking and hierarchy that are embedded in the process of
achooling. More directly, however,:the incorporation of experiences
and knowledge more closely related to the lives of students
(particularly those most often excluded from, or unsuccessful in, the
educational process) erodes the traditional separation of school
experience front real life. ._. I-And,I to sustain the notion of
'becoming educated' (where education retersio the selective
transmission and incorporation of cultural !capital') requires that_
schools provide experiences that are m ked by their separateness
from the life of students (some more than others) and whose
availability or accessibility can thus lie regtilated by the school.
(Shapiro 1983, 0.17=18)

The essential argument here is that social and economic
differences are largely transmitted and reinforced, within traditional
school practices, by the ability of pupils to master_ the academic,
hegemonic curriculumbut this selection process:becomes
problematic if the curriculum no longer reflects the dominant
culture:
By allowing the inclusion of a greatly extended range_of curriculum
experiences, many of which were more directly related to the lives
of the poor ,. minorities, or working-class students, the particular
character of 'cultural capital', which is both the source and the
product of middle-class advantage, was threatened.
(Shapiro 1983, p.18)
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Hostility towards broadening the curriculum, however, came_ not_
just from the middle class whose ability to transmit its social and
economic position would bt eroded, but from all sections which
had accepted the previous hegemony. The renewed emphasis upon
basic skills and prescribed curricula in recent years, therefore,
amounts to a call for:
a_return_tc a clearly stated;_well-mdered hierarchy of chool
knowledge; and for the elaboration of an explicitly_laid out;
standardized mode of evaluation. Only this, it appears to its
protagonists, guarantees the continuation of the traditional role of
schooling in the reprciduction of the social division of latior, and
the fulfilment of expectations regarding social and occupational

(Shapiro 1983, p.21)

The status of terms like 'effectiveness', 'standards' and 'basics' in
the currtm_education debates and reports reflects the extensiveness
of the return to such traditional schooling.
Some important qualifications need to be made here, however.
The issues out of which curricular and organisation reforms grew

and were asserted in the 1960s and 1970sthe study and
understanding of contemporary social life, and the_attempt to
understand the_ social _and cuhural_ context of the_ schoolare still
powerfulia the minds of many educators despite recent changes.
Some of these concerns, indeed; may be found within the recent
reports; notably within the Victorian Blackburn rt..4)ort (Ministerial
Review of Post-Compulsory Education, 1985), and, most especially,
in the the-Victorian Ministerial Papers (Education Department of
Victoria 1983, 1984) which offer the most promise of genuine
reform in educational governance,_schOel organisation _and
curriculum; Aninteresting point about these two Victorian reports
is_that they offer a number of differing recommendations. In
particular; there is considerable tension between them in relation to
curriculum.
Another qualification regarding the 1960s and 1970S reforms is
that they, too, were limited. They were limited, especially, in two
important ways. Firstly, as the research of Rice (1983)
demonstrates, despite much rhetoric,_niedia hype,_and the official
control of currkulum being passed largely from administrators to
teachers, there was extraordinarily little change in classroom
practice as:
teachers continue[dj to produce socially and politically conservative
curricula independently of formal administrative_intervention or
parental direction... [because)... the ideological conservatism of
teachers, their limited resources; the social resolution of the
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tensions between the pursuit of academic and studernfailure; and a
pattern:of interlocking but exclusive social networks continueld] to
set limits to curriculum decision-making.
(Rice 1983, p.40)

Onlyin_a minority of schools; often dubbed 'alternative', 'open'
or even 'freedom' schools; was there extensive change and, even
then in many cases, reform was limited in a second wayby _its
overriding concern for individual relativism. That is, although
making substantial gains that should be protected; the reforrns
were flawed by an emphasis upon the individualinterests and
individual progress of pupilsjthus ptzserving one of: the tenets of
classkalliberalism) which arguably trivialised the notion:of
relevance. The individual pupil was severed from an understanding
of shared social concerns and social action. Individual interest was
not harnassed towards a critical appraisal of individual and social
alternatives and possibilities. It merely celebrated individual
differences. Although: values were central in moreopen_and
relevant curricula, values clarification_too ofiui amounted to
individual value preferences_rather than_ to a critical scrutiny of
existingmores against standards of freedom; justice; democracy and
emancipation.
It is znwards some_pointersfor a:more educative and fiber_ tory
conception_of schooling7one:which builds upon gains of the past
while being suspicious of traditions, and which looks to genuine

concernsithat may have been distorted in current debatesthat I
turn in the next and final section.

Pointers for socially responsible schools
This monograph has argued ihat,_ even_in the relatively progressive
era of the 1960s and I970s; the ideology that hasi guided school
practices and educational thinking has been essentially
:
conservative. The concerns of administrators and teachers have
largely been about practical issues of implementation of generally
agreed principles and not about the connections between education
and power, culture, politics and life chances. in this section
argue:that:any genuine educational reform can grow only out of
consideration of_these_ latter issue& This means that we must think
critically about education and subject to scrutiny the educational
practices and concepts that we have generally:taken for:granted.
The concepts of equality and demecracy in education, in

particular, I argue, must be radicallyxamined and related to
the social and political context in which education takes place:
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Questioning the 'taken for granted' in education
Betatite kriowkdge is regarded as received truth; as neutral and as
abSolute rather than as socially constructed and contested:
The issue of how teachers, students and representatives from wider
society generate meaning tends to he obscured in favor of the isSue
Of hOW people can master someone else's_ meaning; thus

deNliticizing both the notion of school culture and the notion of
classroom pedagogy.

(Giroux 1984; 1) 37)

Ry_disallowing the construction of meaning, or of alternative
meanings, schooling 'ignores the dreams, histories and visions that
people bring to schools' (Giroux 1984, p. 37).
It is in rejecting such acceptance of 'the given" that progressive
edticatiOnal reform might begin._ L wish to emphasise this point
alkove all elsethat the beginnings of socially_ responsible schooling
can grow nnly if teachers and administrators (and also pppils and
parents) are prepared to subject to scrutiny_ all that is:'taken for
granted' in _our approaches to education, school knowledge and
school practices.
There_is no denying that it may be difficult to generate_ such
critical scrUtiny in teachers. After sll, rnanyieachers are
preOcetipied with the incessant minutiae of day-to-day teaching
requirement& Moreover, they have become socialised through their
own schoolingoeacher training, and teaching experience to regard
accepted practices as appropriate. This does not mean,_ hbWever,
that such a task should be dismissed as a fanciful or Utopian_
dream. Indeed, the opportunity for such critical reflection and
reassessment of educational priorites is currently being afforded
and encouraged under: both the Commonwealth's Participation and
Equity Program and the Victorian School Improvement_ Plan.
Sifch a_reassessment would mean examining critically the
assumptions and interests that are embodied in accepted notions of
schooling and served by particular conceptions of knowkdge. It
would also involve thinking about how education and society came
to be as they are. Critical reflection would begin by examining our
own attitudes:
Instead of mastering and refining the use of methodologies, teachers
and administrators should approach education by examining their
6Vin pertpectives a&out society, schools, and cmanicipation. Rather
than attempting to escape from their own ideologies and values,
educators should confront them critically 5Q as to understand how
society has shaped them as individuals... l'ut another way,
teachers and administrators; in particular, must attempt to
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understand how issues of class:, gender and race have left an

imprint upon:how they think and act: Such a critical interrogation
provides the foundation for a democratic school.
(Giroux 1984, p.39)

By beginning to:understand how, and more importantly why,
we think as we do about importalit issues that are central to
schooling,_ we are no longer absolved from personal responsibility
for that which we do in: the name of 'school policy% 'the education
system% or even 'education'. The L'acher_ or _administrator is thus

forced to break with thebureancratic rationality which sanctifies
unthinkingi uncritical observance ofestablished norms of
organisational behaviour; and to make significant moral choices
about how she or he will both alter individual teaching practices
and also attempt to influence fellow teachers and administrators to
:
do likewise.
Teachers and administrators would also attempt to be socially
responsible in their i-elationships with pupils by endeavouring to
develop in them, also, the same standards of critical _reflection that
are expected of educators; Fitzclarence & Giroux offer some
pointers to how this might begin:
To start, teachers would have to develop forms of knowledge and
classroom social practices that work with the experiences that
students bring to the_schools.. This _means confirming such
experiences so as to give students an active voice in instittnional:
settings that traditionally attempt to silence them by ignoring their
cultural capital. This demands taking seriously the language forms,
styles of presentation, dispositions, forms:of reasoning, and cultural
forms that:give meaning to student experiences...
Second, .
[teachers would] need to work on the experiences
that students bring to the school. This means that such experiences
in their varied cultural forms have to_be interragated critically so as
to recover their strengths and weaknesses;
[and ultimately! to
provide _students with the skills and courage they will need in order
to transform the world according to their own vision.
(Fitzclarence & Giroux 1984, pp. 24-5)

The point needs to be emphasised that critical reflection upon
the experience and practices of schooling, ::nd the part played in
education by administrators, teachers and pupils, means more than
simply seeking what is negative in traditionally accepted
conceptions of education. It also means searching for_tlfe positive
possibilities or elements_and 'reworking them, contesting the
terLains on which they develop; and appropriating from them
whatever radical potentialities they might contain' (Fitzclarence &

Giroux 1984; p.27). It is in this search fbr the positive that is
contained, often deeply submerged, in existing approaches to
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schooling that i'xines such as equality and democracy, which
historically have dominated educational reform and thinking, are
likely to re-emerge in ways which illustrate the _contradictions
between the promise and the reality of schooling:

Equality and democracy in socially responsible
schooling
Although, historically, equality has been taken extremely seriously
in_public education; the record of schools in contributing to a
more equitable society has been dismal. This is largely 1because,
although schools themselves may be committed to equality, they
have hardly practised it. They have usually been characterised by
hierarchical learning styles; individualism and competition. _
Moreover, schools exist in a society whictLis characterised by
competition and is committed to the_market: This paradox partially
explaim_the emphasis in schools on a limited and distorted
conception of individual equality of opportunitya conception
which; in line with the predominant market orientation of society,
fosters competition for educational commOdities and credentials
which may help to secure or improve individual social 2nd
economic position. In this way schools, while_ preaching equality;
may mstead 'reinforce political, cultural; social and economic
inequality'_betaitse they largely 'support and legitimate the
dominant culture, social and economic order' (Wood 1984, p. 224).
In exposing the limited opportunities for genuine equality in
education, educators, pupils and parents might begin1 to consider
curricular and organisational reforms in-schools:which mightlead
to more genuine equality within them. Such a focus would also
raise the concert of equality as an important educational and social
issue.

Tlie issue_ of democracy in education is also only partially
developedin traditional approaches toeducation. Wood explains
the contradiction between promise and practice:
The promise is that of educating the children of our society in
ways that will aid in their development as literate, thoughtful, and
perhapstven compassionate democratic citizens. The reality is_
schooling which emphasizes the routine, rewards rule-governed
behaviour, and values conformity over independence in reflecting
our limited conception of democracy.
(Wood 1984; p: 219)

This contradiction is itself rooted in a contradictary notion of
democracy., On the one hand; democracy:is associated with equality
before the law, equal freedoms, eval rights and_responsibilities
and equal franchise. On the other hand, democracy also ensures
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the unfettered pursuit of personaLgains, competitive economic
advancement, and thepreservation and extension of self-interest
(within thelaw) aver public interests: Thus, while schools
doubtless contribute to the production of a differentially socialised
and stratified workforce for a hierarchical and occupational
structure, they must at the same time provide experiences that
ensure the continuation of perceptions of bburgeois democratic
society. They manage to do this by offering the illusion of equality
of access for all children (Shapiro 1983* 1984).
But the perception of democracy that historically has been
reinfbrced in schools is an extremely limited one of citizen
participation through the ballot-box but otherwise, in general, one
of disinterest. Moreover, schools, in theiriorganisation and
practices, usually offer few opportunities for democratic
participation in any lull sense.:Such senume democratic
participation in schools or in the wider society would require;
according to Wbód, three conditions:
first, the participants must be in the positionof_decision maker
rather than decision influencer; second, all panicipants_must be in
possession of, or have access to, the requisite information on which
decisions can be reached; and third, full participation requires equal
power on the part of participants to determine the outcomes of
decisions.

(WOnd 1984, p. 232)

Such panicipation shoiikLbe encouraged amongst school staffs,
school communities and, importantly, amongst students as much as
possible This is; indeed; currently recommended in Victoria
according to the Victorian Ministerial Papers (Education
Department of Victoria 1983, 1984). 'The School Improvement
Plan' (Ministerial Paper, No. 2), for instance, has as one of its
aims:

To encourage and support collzborative practices between parents;
students and teachers in schools, and between schools and the rest
of the system.
(Education Department of Victoria 1983, p.6)

Moreoveri apparent in the School Improvement Plan is the
realisation that 'the structure of the School Improvement Plan
must reflect its own principles of participation and co-operation'
(Education Department of Victoria 1983, p.6). This is cn
important realisation because it recognises _that schools cinnot
genuinely contribute to the development of participatary democracy
if their actions are inconsistent with that ideal. For; as is stated
elsewhere in the Victorian Ministerial Papers:
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Unless the school is a place where significant decisions are made; it
cannoti_provideia model which will assist in preparing young people
fOr a life in a democratic community.
(Education Department of Victoria 1984, 0.9)

It is through such a process of participation and
communication that the social responsibility of teachers, parents
and pupils might be developed and strengthened.
Even in the state of Victoriai howevev, some tension remains
between an education structure that has historically_been geared for
systems efficiency; and its promise of collaborativeparticipation
and local_control (Angus; 1984), In contrast to traditional top-down
approaches which translate centrally determined policies into
practice; bottom-up approaches:
would concentrate on each schnes determining us own agendl.
monitoring and evaluating itself, and using district:funds in the
manner thatstaff and parents (and also students) chose ... the
bottom-up strategy _concentrates nn generatMg among-staff a shared
vision of _what the school might be;_creating_a_team_ spirit;
cuhivating mutual trust, and building emotional bonds through
collabnrative decisionmaking on school issues. (Cuban 1984, p.139)

But such realimtions are merely the starting point for genuine
school reform. What is most important ahoutisuch democratic
participation is not merely that it may "result in better decisions
and greater commitment to those Aecisionsi nor_even_thit it
stimulates greater democratic awareoess and commitment 10
participation_ in_a_broader social sense, It is most important because
such_genuineparticipation can raise for scrutiny a host of issues
that are left dormant under the formerly accepted bureaucratic
rationality. These include issues of relevance, justice, cultural
discrimination in schools, and the connections between education
and society, economics and politics, Moreover; in colkctively
challenging the 'taken for granted' in education a number of
important questions may_be raised in relation to these issues; such
as:_What_cotmts as education? What _counts as knowledge? Whose
interests are served or restricted by_ the selection, production and
distribution of such knowledge? What aspects of society and
economy are legitimated by forms of schooling? What kind of

society do we want? How might schools contribute to the
formation of such a society?
Such critical questioning_does not come easily or readily to us
because we have been_so _thoroughly socialised into bureaucratic
rationality (Rizvi, in print), This is precisely why experience in
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collaborative democracy in schools and Sthnol tornmunities is
important: partic_ipation is itself edircatiVe OS participants learn to
contribute to dialogue over isSitet that are problematic;_The critical
Movement from critique to Change may come _when it becomes
clear to participants that Ciiirent social arrangements; and the
relationshiPS between school ind society; are neither neutral nor
natural. At that point; as Gordon explains:
The_quesfion is whether Wit, as educators, intend education for
citizenship:simply to function as a_mode of ideolOgital ddMination,
conforming students to the demands of dominant society; tit
whether citizenship education should be designed_to _foster SOCiAl
reconstruction, by helping students (and others) to become creative,
critical thinkers arid active Sncial participants, and to become
capablQ of redefining the hatutt of their own lives in the society in
which they live.
(Gordon 1985, 0.2)

This:would involve analysis not only of schooling in its social and
political contexti_bin alio of the message systems of curriculum,
pedagogy and evaluation through which the dominant social order
is served (Bernstein 1977).
In theiclassroom; such wcially respOnsible education would _
involve helping students toideVelOp `the intellectual wherewithal to
criticize, reconstruct4-ori tea:lint the society they will enter as
adults' (Finkelstein 1984,i p. 277). In teaching literacy; therefore;
teachers might consider_itie_approach which connects the skills of
literacy with_cultural andpolitical emancipation;:so that studentS
are_taught not merely to master the techniques of reading but to
'read' the world critically. As Tickel!
if we are teaching literaej,, and not merely1 ciphering and
deciphering,_we must be teaching politics. We must be concerned
with the _mum of our teaching... If language does not address all
of those dimensions of the personality, and dott titit help ilte
learner deal with all of those_aspects of experience, then it iS nor
developing the person as an autonomous individual; it is developing
the person seleetiVely according to -nmeone's priorities. Secondly, it
gives us a direction, a purpose; lot whatever techniques-are
required for the leather. If We don't consider the purpose; the use
to_which those techniques _are to be put, then we are not
developmg a process for liberation, We are developing a process for
domestication:
(Tickell 1981, p. 6)

Students would be echicated to be alert _to and mindful of social
conditions, 'to look at things :aSiif_they could be otherwise, to
nv
eisage
alternative realitin' (Greene 1984, p. 294) and tO StriVe to
achieve them.
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Such constructive critique of existing practice is:of crucial:
importance in education for social and civic responsibility. It doeS
not; as Simon (1983) and Willis (1977) warn us, however, remove:
the Old dilemma of what to do on Monday morning
SnideritS: face an uncertain job market_and quite often are illprepared to tope with:its 'realities'. We have responsibilities to
these students. If we do not give youth a sense of how AO 'make it'
within _the system, all too often we doom them_to social
marginality; We fall into yet another high-minded way of
perpetuating the structural inequalities in society.
(Simon 1983; p. 244)

Teachers need to help students to understand about siciety
and employment, And abbut getting jobsAndoperating within
Sticiety aS reSponsible citizens.At the same time students would be
conSciriiis of ways in which society might be reformed and how
reiponsible citizens would participate in such reforms. In short, as
Simon summarises this conception of responsible education:
Ivam to I* straightforward; what I have_in mind is a version of
education that includes real social and technical_competence, but as
well_a _critical social intelligence that refuses to let questions cif
compassion and justice be suppressed by the concerns of technique
and efficiency.
(Simon 1983; p.246)

In such an education the 'basics' are:not simply technical
competencies of literacy and numeracy, but standards of respect for
fellow human beings, of justiceclemocracyi equality and
ettlincipation. And if teachers, administrators and school
communities are to be socially responsible; they must be primarily
concerned with such issues, and with the self-awareness that leadt
to social questioning;_rather than :with the_ regulation, contral and
mystification that traditional, predominantly hierarchical schOoling
currently entrenches.

Conclusion
The main purpose Of this essay has been to contest the widely
actepted nötirin that the management_ of resources in schools
inVolVeS merely strategic decisions about the deployment of :
finances, staff and materials. Decisions about education_involve
cultural choices_ and questions of value, but because of the pervasive
acceptance of the ideology of meritocracy in schools, such choices
are generally not regarded as problematic. They are_regarded, in a
sense, as not_properly significant choices at all biii_nierelY as
options for effective administration from within a fairly uniform
and taketi4bicgranted social and cultural perspective. Moreover, the
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Myth that even material educational resources can be managed in_ a
value-free manner, one _which serves no vested interests but merely
contributes to_the common good of society; is entrenched in the
fetish of educational administrators:for_ concerns simply Of
effectiveness and efficiency. Not:only the Mariagenient of
educational resources, but alto the thanagetnent of ethication itself
and of educational outcomes, it Seen M reStrictedmanagerial terms:
Educational administration and, SPecifically, the management of
resources in schools, is_rechiced to a technology of control (Bates
1993). Moreoveriiit is a_ technology of control that teflects,
legitimates and entrenches the social and economic inequalitieS of
the wider society;
The essay began with a discussion of the traditionally accepted
role of education in society. Thit Wei in which liberal notions of
SiScial harmony and equality of -opportunity are paramount, was
Seth: tO be given ideological and _thitireltical sustenance by the
doininant social theory of_striirtural functionalism. Educational
adMinistration,_strongly rooted in systems theory; reinforcts the_
prevailing message that education contributes ro social order: and,
through the selection mechanisms of the meribscracyl to social
efficiency; progress and material wealth. The possibility that such a
benign view of social reality, a vieW_Which is defined and
legitimated in,schoolsi is not iti: the interest of all members of
Society was raised by Greenfield's:conception of schools as cultural
SiteS. Regarded as such, schools_can be seen as places in which
cultural discrimination is inflicted upon those children whose Own
cultural dispositions are not compatible with the inStitiitiOnalited
culture of schooling.
Such an alternative, cultural perspective on schools as
organisations, it was:argued, is completely overlooked bY
proponents of the school effectiireheis Movement. In the
`eileCtiVenese literature,:culturei if it is considered at all-, is
presented merely as a reified ideal; as an 'elaboration_ofisGcially

integrating myths... [that] will contribute to the unified tente of
mission and therefore to the harmony of the WhOle [organisation]'
(Selzynick, in Duignan 1985,_0.2). But Stich a Vieik of _culture is a
mystification. It is an artificiali deceptiVe construct which ignores
tilltUral discrimination in schoOlS bY ericouragMg_a_veil of _unity in

relatitin to a limited notiOn of 'effectiveness' and a distorted
concept of 'excellence'. The school effectiveness_movement ignores
the social_and political context of schools and, through emphatit
upon superficial managerial matters, teachet pupilt to StriVe for
success within the status quo and to accept their poSitions if they
fail.
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The American educational_reports _and, less stridently and
uncompromisingly, a nurnherof Australian education reports, echo
the themes of_!schooLeffectiveness' and, in their concern for
!standards', prescribed curricula and ever tighter linkages lktween
education and industry, signal what Skilbeck calls a 'retreat from
education'. I have argued in the final section of this essay that such
a retreat may be halted by the extension of gainsin education that
were made, in limited and contradictory_ways, _during earlier
reforms of the 1960 s and 197N._ Such gains recognise schools as_
cultural sitesi_and they would be extended to encourage responsible
educators to explore more critically in schools the connections_
between school and society, and to give prominence to:educational
and cultural concerns in resource management rather than to
concerns of instrumental aditfinistrative efficiency.
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Education and change Malcolm Skilbeck
in South Australia

Source: Malcolm Skilheck, 'Education
and change in South Auctrahe.
Australian Puma/ of alucatton, vol.27,
no. 2, 1978, pp 99.110.

Publication of a major state report whose Interest lies primarily_ in its proposals for the
recentralization of school curriculum is asign of The tranthrmation that is occurring in
severW parts of tife world. What the Keeves Report, Ethical-1/A aA chave iii South
Australia, says on this subject has already provoked a strong; critical rear:tion in paru of
the Austrian education community, not least from the teathers associations. But 4 is
not only the curriculum analysis which has great topical interest. Set against the Keevi.t

Committee's views on (I) the nature of social change, (2) the professional roles of
teldiers, and (3) the scope and functions of the state education bureaucracy; the proposals for concentration:of curricWuin power within that bureaucracy and very langely
at state, not region/Jeri-6dd, level may be seen as a determined attempt to recentralize
authority for education generally: The Report is an unusual example of sustained ex.

amination of curriculum policy aPd administration, prepared at a time of economic if
not social crisis in a State until recently identified with optimism and innovation. By its
uncompromising stand on the key-question of where authority in a state system might
best lie; it raises fundamental questions about public sector control, whict take it well
beyond the milieu of Scfuth Australian education.

STABILITY OR CHANGE IN STATE SYSTEMS?
Changes in structure; functions; _organization and _personnelhave been a
notable: feature over the _past decade in the state education departments_ in
Australia. Opinions are divided; at present, as to whether _these_changes arc
heralding a fundamental shift, or whethera more widely held_view_especially
among the bureaucrats themselves what is occurring is na_more_ than
further unremarkable phase in the evolution of the hundrd-year-old_systems;
Alongside these chariges,_ the non-government sector of educationis flourishing

in a manner that is raising doubts in some minds about the future statUS of
government-provided schools and the systems controlling them.
Despite such convulsions in recent years as the shake-out of top management

in Victoria, the establishment of an education commission in New South
Wales, and the move in several States towards such functional groupings as
'curriculum? and `ithools' in place of the old primary and secondary divisions,
only the wilder or more optimistic prophets speak confidently of revolution in
these conservative days. Consolidation in structums and caution in policy seem
better fitted to low population growth, financial stringency, and :the retreat
from education (but not industrial training) as a major item on the politkal
agenda.

Nevertheless the bureaucracies are changing. Fadingat least in_ some
quarters is the old image of the patient climb-ers of ladders governing the far-
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thing reaches of the States from their perches in statecapital head offices, and
there are genuinely new things. Not the least of these new things is accountability in the form:of determination by some of the politicians and leading administrators to review, evaluate, and modify their edifices. Evidence _of this is
to bi found in most, if not quite all, of the gate-departments. The Reportof the
Committee of Enquiry:into Education in SOUth Australia is but the latest ina
long line of reviews and reports, whose very einitince teitifiii to a healthyselfcriticism and readiness to think and think again about tioW best to articulatea
state system and manage its affairs. What is MOM: refreihing about these
Australian reviews is the combination:of open-minded and thoroughly professional assessments of past practice with a Willinti*Si id toniider wide-ranging
changes in policy_as well as practice. Whatever the fate of their specific recom-

mendationsand to say there has heel as much as ten per cent implementation would be generousthese reports constitute a bb-dy -of informed description, analysis, and futures-oriented planning that it would he hard to Match in
other systems of comparable size and character around the world.

THE REPORT AND THE REPORTING SYSTEM
The South Australian _Report is _the_final_ statement_ from the Committee (an in7

terim report was_published_in _February 1_981). T_heCommittee Chairman is
the noted researcher and_ part-architect _of the_studies for _the International
Association for the Evaluation of_Educational Achievement; John Keeves, who
is Director_ of_theAustralian_Council_for_Educational Research and one of
Australia's most_carefuLandpainstaking empiricists.. The Report is a testimony
not_ only to the self-refiectiveness of thestate system but to_that version of the
empirical method_ wherein _every__corner_isAooked _into and_ swept out and
possibilities for future action weighed;__assessed; anclinterrelated in a tightly
knit system. Indeed ,were_the South Australian Department to follow the Committee's comments,: advice,_ admonitions;_and_detailedprescriptions; it would
aChieVe an internal oHer_ and consisteitcy and such_a_degree_of _meticulous
organization beyond:the fantasies of even_the_ most _diligent_of bureaucrats-.___

Many readers of the Report will ifel that there_is MG prospect _of such_implementat ion in sight.- First, The teachers and their_unions won't_ like it_Second;
WeMay&:: fairly confident that the response of the Department's_ middleranks
Will :be to mass all their very considerable power and talent_ for__finding
loopholes in changes proposed against any moves senior _management_ tray
_

wish AO Make to upset the stztus quo! Third, it is genuinely radical; educationally.
: It
one of _the paradoxes of the movement for_reform_hyofficial reports that
the &tailed appraigil of recommendations rests heavily on_the very people who
are most-likely affected; that is ,_ shaken:up. Realizationof this_ is one_of the _factoil leading:to an increasing questioning_of the_ Westminster system itself; a
iyitem which has had among its (unanticiPated?) _consequences ihe solidifying
of Middle-level bureaucratic structures and the strengthening of power bases in
the _public sector.
What Keeves and his colleagues have done is-to show how these bureaucratic:

Structures are working and to disclose something of the disposition of power
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within them. Behind their analyses and recommendations lies a wealth of detail
on !the system'. The fascination of this Report is its truthfulness the powerlUl
glimpses_we gain of an educational system in action, the forces and counter-

forces operating within it, and7 inadvertently perhaps on the authors'
part_

tne clashofideologies and values in fundamental aspects of the contemporary education scene.
: It is a tribute to the Committeethat theirReportyields so much and I hope
that neither they nor the Department_wilhalte _it amiss when I say that what
this document shows; to those who_care to see them;_are_ many of the dilemmas,
paradoxes, and plain_ shortcomings both_ of the _Education Department itself
and of this methOd a trying to set its affairs aright;
: The Report; then, promises much. It should be on _the compulsory reading
list not only of all analysts of Australian education but_of _those administrators
and policy Makers who have the:task of making state systems work as well in
their second century as in their first.
The Repott is comprehensive; detailed; and methodical in its_description
and:analysis of state education at the levels of schooling and; to a_lesser extent .
teacher education. One expects ncithing less from its:principal author: In its
assumptions and formulations of educational philosophy and policy; however .
caution is at times thrown _to the:winds and we are:presented with_ ideas and
recommendations that:ought; at least, to excite lively and widespread debate
before any steps are taken to build them into the state system. It is as if; every
so often, the careful veils of data are flung aside to reveal within the tabernacle
the_articles of the true faith. These are the articles of an unyielding creed: the
Committee really does believe that the Education Tkpartment ought and can;
in_ the _eighties, amen an authority and control: over schools that; for well over a

decade; it has allowed to slip awayor could not prevent:from doing so,
Earatioa_mid Change if I &nth Austtaa commences with a resume' of the
:

findings_of the Committee's first Report. Fascinating here is the discussion of
reactions_to that Report; and it is a matter of wonder to Observe Reeves in fine

headmasterly fashion putting down the critics, the heretics, and the disbeliever& Even_that doyen of Australian educators, Peter Karmel, is reproved

for_ being in gross: error in his 1971 forecast of educational expansion (a
foreca.st_ that_ helped to revitalize Australian education). Again 'the perception
and understanding of the current educational climate' of some of those appearing beforethe Cormnitteeis_challenged. Why is this? Because they are not seeing that 'Change in the eighties entails contraction and, in some respects,
dedine of a system_ accustomed_to expansion and growth.: Essentially the thrust
of the first_Report_ of the Committee_ was _that the system as it stuod, with
roughly its_present oraxeduced level of overall funding, was adequate. What is
needed is greaterimensification of effort ; better organization , more preductivity,
higher levels of efficiency; and a_readiness to bend and respond according to
new community pressures _and political priorities. For this scenario, optimists
and expansionists_like Karmel and sceptics from within, like state department
officers; are seen as irrelevant. Since they cannot quite be ignored, however,
they have to be firmly put down;
Despite the somewhat dusty reception given to its first Report, the Committee was convinced that it was broadly on the right lines: They proceed, in the

.
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final Report, to indicate precisely wha '. is meant by the concentratior and conablidation of a state system, in the eighties and the _fine tuning of its priorities

and prOcedures in accordance with prevailing ideological and economic
climates.

THREE THEMES: CHANGE; PROFESSIONALISM;
THE ROLE OF THE STATE
In addressing the_final Repon;_ I Avant to_concentrate on three of its leading
thernia: The pattern_ of relationship_of educational_ to other forms of social and
Cultural change; teacher professionalism and ways_ of supporting and enhancing it; the roles and functions of_ a_state _department in an increasingly plural
(i.e._griVernment/non government schools)aystem

While this selection will mean_ overlooking_some_very interesting and
Valuable discussions, on such topics as student assessment and school_ evalua,
tion, the needs of minorities, and community roles in schooling; itdoestakeus
iiito Some of the key areas of the educational debate_oltheeighties._More_conCritely;Jhese three themes enable me to addressthe question: How satisfactory

is thia Report as a response to its very challenging major termaolreference.
The* _terms required thc Committee :to identifY economic; demographic;
teehnological, and _social influences on the educational system of the State; to
contider their implications for resource allocations and to advise on resource
prioritiet and effective uses of resourcesi_ to advise on the tieginization and
possible rationalizationof the Education Ikpartment, the 1:*partinent of Fiirther Education, and Childhci&I &rvices; to assess the means *hereby school
and college curricula cUtild be changed to meet new technolOgiei and changing
employment patterns, and finally to consider possible neW ways of eViliiiting
the effectiveness of scifoOls and colleges.
Nothing
if not wide, these terms of , reference neVerthdett itiOW :the
.
.
unlitamin flavour of the contemporary Volitico-bureaucratie kyle in ethiCatiOn:
how can achooling become more effective, efficient and responsive id the unmistakable economic-socioclliural trends of our time? The Short ansWer that
Reeves and his Committee ewe is: by maintaining the status quo itiiietiirally
and organizationally while concentrating all available energies on bitel--= that
is; tighter and more controllecf-- organization, including a substahtial inereate
in the direction, from the centre, of the teaching force. It it in thit tente; of a
concentration of pliwer within a closely-, articulated hierarthy frorii_lo-cal _to
regional to state level, that the concept of recentralization,is a cniCial one for
understanding the Report. Let us see how all this applies in each Of the thite
major areas mentioned above.

CHANGE
Firit; hal the COmmittee adequately identified economic;_ demographic,
technolc*ical; and social changes _and; equally important; how_has it conliderld the nexus between these forces and education;_itself properly to_he
regarded in the modern state; not as a dependent variable or recessive factor
btit at one of the principal dimensions of society, the economy; and indeed
eiiltui*? This, of course, is not quite how the prevailing ideology of the contem-
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porary exattervative alliance of politicians and:bureaucrats (or, for that matter,
the militantleft) sees matter* rifidithasio_be said straight away that the Reeves
Committee has alloWed itWII to be thoroughly ensnared by this part of its terms
of refertuice. It neither had the resource& (time; funding, expertise) to carry
anything resembling a comprehensive study:of:society in South Australia; out
nor
hark been quick enough OS pereekre that its _own naive, classital, empirical
model_of 'education reirecti atkiety ià hopelesaly inwlequate for eitker ex7
planatory_or_polky-makhig-ptirposes. In passing, theotme point couPd 1.k
madeabout neo-Martist refkit Modell; bin no _one will:make the mistake of
detecting alleo-Mamdst whiff in this Report except intheauthoritarianism that
it sharea with _sonwmenthers of the Mierititt
educatimd -reformers._
On the lust point mentioned abOVel;:the Conditionof society:and thenature
of social cler in South Augralia, the Committee rightlysounda notes of warning or alarm abourthe precarious tiblicii0= and the Austrahaneconomy
as a
Whole-US becomemore precarious, ectii itithe sheft ninesince tik Report was
publithed; Furthermore, it very rearmnialAy argues kireducaton to acquire
more knewledge iand utxtetatanding
eedhomic ftectors-,_ to_ fame economit
facts, And tocaartheir milky analycei into reteignizahle _economic frameworks.
However;:therelanosuonined-analysit Of d*- economy:indeed:only a thapser
on techncilcCpcaL change and that touching on a limited set of_technological
forces.i Moreover; thequestion as tO the hatiakei trends, dynamic _forces arid
i*Oisible futures of:South:Australian society is never tackled, save for inning
references:and-1nm clan/emus the ectaiienal itifficing of a set o( auumptions which are never examined briklitified-.
In respect oT social:change, :the Ratak! RepOrt 41971_ in South_Australia
and the more notable-national Repott by Xannel 1973)iitid hiatolleagues_that
Led to tl* eitablishment _of the Schools COmmissiOfl, AfftirA aatrikingcontrax
to the Reeves Report, at thsts _the Tatitlattiati Report,
RácirIiuss
MeLdi(TEND,1978),to aay noshing of Sikh masterly studies
as time
of the Henikrson:(1976):Commission of In-ctuity nit() Poverty.: In_alloithese
documents, :social factors_ axe _not :reduced tO the Unexamined economic
ideology of the: right; fitir detheynegiect to-undertake instained, if:highly:controversial, analyses arid interpretatimu of the dyne-nil:a Of Australian _culture
Lacking: such a thinst, and accepting_ without ettitition the economic
philosophy of the new right, the Reeves Report is unable to present either a ra,
tionale for its own iikok40 Or a convincing analysis of totial change in Seuth
Australia.
It is at least argullge that one of the major sociocultural purposes (as distinct
from functions) of litho-Wing in SouthAustraha in the 1980s it to stimulate àild
foster statewide thinking ilieut thenature of the social order, new patterns of
_

economic growth; ways of developing the people as well SS the physical
rftources of die State, arkl developing_an internationally minekti, artistiàlly
rich, community-oriented culture. All of_then,- and other themes, are part of
the culture of analysis, reftection anedissent in contemporary Australia,
but they are not caught within the Committee's empirical Wet.
_Might all this, for a cost-comacious government, sound a littk too like the
Karmeillair of the seventies? The Cotheoittee has mismxi a great opportunity
here, since in its anxiety to get 'thrrece administrative, functional, and
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organizational solutions, and perhaps unconsciously to laid the then Minister's

guns_ror him, it has overlaciked its :responsibility ta:stimulate debate and
dialogue7- a genuine interchange of ickas7-abbut possible futures.
This questfor closure is, alas, a failing_ that the story of state education in its
firstcentury in Australia has writ-large. One of the most dramatic struggles in
the history of state education has been, imked, that between the mechanics of
pinch-penny-bureaucracy and tht practically minded indealists who from time
to time, reach the top. (The point u-perfecdy illustrated by &neck (1982) in his

lik of Victoria'i hatable Ditettorneral, Frank Tate.) It has to Eve recorded
that, in its icicial-Mialysis, die Keeves Committee maintains all too well a striking continuity with die past; or, more precisely, the Committee has turned to
the:past forinspiration instead of-trying to come to grips with the forces that

really are changing the world. Pleasing as their line seems ta_hard-premd
government ministers, it -is tantamount to saying_ that the multifaceted, cornpick processes of sociocultural change in the Stateso evident_in _theseventies are a passi ng_aberration awd now we_ can_ return_ _to__ the _real_ business,
whereby education 'prixesses' the requirements of_the_present socialorder, just

as it is. Despite its apFurent conveniencesuch asolutionis, ultimately,af no
more value to an_ intelligentand shrewd conservative_regime_thanit would be
to a reform-minded one__ Ar_the_British_ experience amply_and _very painftillY
demonstrates the implementation _of conservative economies and social policy,
there days, calls for drastic structuralchangeat alt levels of_society. The Com-

mittee has not imrceived this_ fundamental_truthaboutlifein_tbe eiOties. It
seeks-to restore a form of order by introducing_controlr(bothin the way_of intellectual analysis and a structure of action) which cannot come to terms with
racial dynamics.

TEACHER PROFESSIONALISM AND PRESCRIPTIVE CURR1CULA
The second_ consideration' _want to address occupies _the cenfril part of the
Committee'areport; Seen_from one_standpoint, the Report in fact reads as an
extended citique_of the_role of the teather, combined with a large portfolio of
proposals_forstructuring,_revising, and strengthening-r or, as some might:say,
containing .r!-_teacher profeuionalism. Mut this hoils down to in practice is an
elaborate and remarTadily detailed set of specifications for the what and how of
teacring. These specifications for tear-fling are- something Of a tour de force in

Australian_ _cuiFriculum analysis and, for their baldness, precision, tutd
thorouemess, as much- as -for their amazing tenckntiousness, deserve the
closest possible analysis by the curriculum fraternity internationally as well as
within Australia._
_However, the proposals- are profoundly controversial and -are likely to: be
dismitUed by libertarian critics. Also:I fear: It is all coo likely that, like moTit of
_

therett of theReport, these ideas will seep into the thirsty and capacious sands
of the Education Tkpartment, to re-emerge, if ever, dacketed if not decimated.
It is true, they _are not, in the sense of daygo-day ,administration, -Vracticar.
But:they are-a genuine Challenge to the prevailing vante of sthcol-bassx1 curriculum making, a rare- example of frank, detailed, and well-articulated conservative curriculum ickology. In this respect they stand in stark contrast to the
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Committee's timid and narrow appraisal of axial change in South Australia.
Indeedit is thissection of the Reprt that lifts it from mediocrity to the heights
of intellectual and moral concern. Slicx)l-tyased: curriculum development, if
not altogether atlevil to be vanquished, is a disorder from whose deathly clutch
the State's education musthe wrenched, and the Committee proposes to show
us just how this feat is to beachieved.
_The line_ of _argument proceeds,- somewhat prosakally it must be admittec1_, from _a reminder_diat, 30_ or_ so years ago, a Sou th Australian Committee
had_ recommendeda_ compulsorycommonxurriculum -, to the claim that current
school-based_curriculum_developmenthas _failed, then on to the view that the

State's mechanisms for monitoring and_ reviewing_curricula atreinadequate;
and finally into the heartland; where the need for prescriptive; statewide curriculum Making it dedared.
: Much of the Report is given over to careful explications and justifications of
the partiCtilar model of prescribed; compulscry ('recommended)statewide curriculum that is pt.-Op-oiled. In essence; this is a mOdel of state-ilefined; sequen
tially organiie.d, subject-baied learning, articulated throu0 lbur_socalled core
reas, nainely English language; natunal science;mithematics; sociallearning.
These, of course, are mainly the amiliar basics, presented hereas the_foundations of learning'. For each of these subject areas,_'recommended courses of instruction': are to be developed. Similarly; fOr a second division_of sof.ealled 'experiential learninge (health and physical education; moal reasoning and action; value:and belief systems; arts:and -crafts; work, leisure, and life skills)
recommended courses are to be developed by the Education Department. This

pattern, of a principal set offour 'foundation'areas accompanied by a subSidiary set of four 'experiential' ones, is to be follóWed thioughout the whole of

ithooling, primary and secondary. Provision is also to be made for somebut

not muchoptional work. In the primary school, each area is allocated
roughly equalitiinei whereas, in the secondary school, the foundation areas attract two-thirdi of the timetable while the experiential areas must make do with
one-third.

Reaciers familiar with the publication of the late-lamented Curriculum
Development Centre, A Core Csen-adumfor Au:tie:him .gatiots, will recognize in
these eight areas the areas of knowledge and experience from which CDC sug-

gested that schouls (not education departments) might consider constructing
core curricula relevant to their students' ascertained needa, concerns, and interests. Also recognizable is the Centre's emphasis on defining core curriculum
with equal concern r learning processes as for areas of knowledge and
experience.
But here the ,
ace with the GDC_proposals ends. The Keeves Report
is a strikingly rex, ,..uonist argument atiout the CDC core proposal since it (1)
effectively lulu= or, as I should say, distorts a philosophy of core as :general
education for all to imposed syllabuses in 'foundation subjects' made familiar

under the back-to-basics Winner; (2) dismisses the school and hence the
teaching profession as a central agent in curriculum making; (3) surrounds the
core with a detailed apparatus of committees, review budies, and monitoring
and evaluation prcxedures of such elaWrateness as to bring into question the
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Yet, despite some critkism of_the CDC scheme, the Reeves Committee still
feels that its propoaals are broadly in line with the Centre's views on core. Ai
one who played some-part in the Australian core-curricolum enterprise Of the
late seventies, listened to numerous criticisms of the CDC core prOgotals from

the educatiorutl left and right, and attempted to refine the :concept :and
elaborate_the_theoty in the light _of the debate, I-cannot tee anything but the
mostsuperficial; misleading; and damaging similarity. Thus I am brought to
adrnit_that to extend the_ military metaphorcore-curriculum analysis, like
an_ early_cannon; iaas1ikctyto blow_up in_ the facesof theluun_crew as to- lab
shorts effectivelyinto_the_field ofaction: _The _Keeves_Committee luts _indeed
confirmed the misgivings of the educationalieft; that_core curriculum of &particular ilk can be brought into service as a major element in a program of recentialization of state_ power.
:For those_who are_stiff prepared _to_ see_ value_in_the concept of_oore,_ notwithitanding the risks and _conceding_the_concernt_of_ the_ left,_ the _Reeves
Report is a fascinating and_seriousattempt_ta work things out intermsofstate,
wide curriculum malting._ This,_ truly,is_what core could_look likein_thehands
of conservativepoliticians and_bureaucrats benton_puttingthe teachersin their
places. For thosewho are apprehensive at thisprospect;_as_Lam;_comfort may
be taken_ from the thought that thetruly _byzantine structuneaproposed by the
Reeves Committee for designing, making,_monitoring, evaluating; _reviewing;
and generally comrnlling the curriculum process would be_beyond thewitand
capacity of even-the most:fiercely determined state-wide bureaucraticmachine
taimplement. Their partienlar gunship is 30 top-heavy with weaponry _that it
will capsize at the first stiff breeze! Like the CDC's own discussion paper on
_

core,_the Committee's proposals are far more likely in serve as a catalyst for
thought and critical inquiry than provide any kind of blueprint for action. For
this we may be vrateful.
The curriculum system of the State is no longer containable: through rigid
structures and, once again, it -has to bi- said that -the Committee _miiiied a
goickn opportunity_in f-abstituting prescriptive curriculum making for anis!.
terAfd analysis of hOW to foster, -enhance, sustain, and generally propagate
teacher professionalism.- It is curriculum structuring through the:work of the
teaChing profession, and aided:by broad policy guidelines, that will provide us
with-the ortkr we need.- Readers might refer back to another recent report,
which enjoys the not:entirely uncommon distinction of having had none of its
major recommendations formally accepted by its- sponsoring government,
namely the lslational Inquiry into Teacher Education. That_ Report hal; the
fundarnental merit of centring-the qualitative improvement Of the educational
system,: ncit in the machinery of state, but in the intensive, prolonged:education

and itelf-education of the teachera point which the South Australian Committee acknowledges but does not consider as a genuine alternative to big or
cumbenornz government.

STATE ROLES IN SCHOOLING
I turn now_to _what is potentially the most importantifthe most elusive theme
of &lit Report. This is the question ofihoW fir and in_what manner South
Australia should develop its policy=_Making,i Organizational; administrative,
ind accountability
aratus in ortkr to ftilfii iti responsibilities for public

First; readers are entidedm ask-whether thii it ägenuinC question; since the
Committee itself never directly addrettes it in that font, eVen though the terms
of reference of the enquiry _clearly permit and may eVen require the asking of
Arch a question. There is no doubt; _though, that the Comrnittee had the question toinewhere in mind; aincewhat it_ propores it a vtty definite and quite
massive Set of bureaucraticatructures. What the Committee haS done with the

Edittation INpartment is essentially the aame as what it haa done with the

etc:AU:AMC; social, and &Altura] and even technological Order: it has accepted

everything very largely as it is;_and has entered future StenatiOs Only in so far
as thete are extrapolationaofvery_Nisible trends. As for the:EdUtation _E*partmerit, itt 'trend% under urgent pohticalwhipping, it towardi increased central
direction, enlarged influence; greater efficiency, more attonntability, a more
weighty 10-olting bUreAucracy; ancLa_ lower budget. Everything that is said
about tht rtat of the Mpartmentfallasomewhere into this icattioguo.
It is A ctiticids paradox of conservative_ politics_ that, while itt rhetoric is
stridently hostile to enlarged 0iernment; secrecy of government, abridgement
of individuali rights, and bigger welfarebudgets, its verfortnattee results in
more heavy;handed7- not to_ ittY elephantine7government, bigger welfare
budgets, more secrecy or evasiViness by the bureaucracy, a general lowering of
efficiency (and possibly also of the great unquantifiable, human happiness),
and a constrakaing of liberal, hurnaiustic values. We are always_ promited that
these are but rites of passage, the ibeiety deansing itself in readiness for some
higher stage in its evolution.

Perhaps it is, after all, tithe tri aSk another; more lilxral tetiof questions:
whether, in order for a _society to have satisfactory public schooling, _We need
large state education departmeriti to administer; supervise, and generally
badger these tichools; whether an ineriaied investment in teachers and their
education does not make better financial aS well as educational sense than the
creation of new divisions of public serViriti, the election olcommittees, and the
construction_ollocal, regional and stateWide networks_ for review; inspection,
assessment; andother kinds of u...c.keting Mid direeting. Plainly_thevery detailed
prescriptiona_which constitute -_ Me _answers given to these questions by the
Kieve&Committee amount hi thumbs down tO libel-al humanistic values; open
iteuctures,and greater freedom and professional reinonSibifity for teachers. Is
thiabecause we cannot, ultimately, truit teacheri, or is it because teachers
themselves would do better and feel better as COgi in a vast administrative
machine?

CAN TEACHERS BE FREE AND EXCELLENT?
The Keeves Committee avers that teachers Want More direction: their tfelief is
that good quality education and excellence of teiChing are not consistent with
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what they see as a look ditdecke of ideas and practice. That direcuon is provided;

with a vengeance, in a Rep Ort sV-IiiCh is :probably unpralleled _in_ recent
Australian educational history foe the detail with which =ay aspects of the
functioning of a statedeparinient are scrutinized and re-ordered; ThisinItself's
a powerful contribution tb educational analysis and will repay the closest study
by educational adminittiatort. Yet Australian education need not be entirely a
captive of its own po.st, at the Rei:Ort seems to believe it_must be;_nor should It
be thrown off the adVenturotis and innovattve coursmit began_toexplore in the
seventies by professional difficulties arising, or the fear and venom of the conservative critics.
On:the issue of li-ihehte to build up or seek_ways ta scak down_ the large,
directive:bureaucracies that are part of the Australian heritage; it Us iiiithietiVe
to note that the Lon-government sector in_ Australia_is already so large as to
constitute a major, not a minor; alternative It flourishes iii th ihiiifee of the
kind Of buteautraty that the Stateseems to feel the need fin- With iti khools. It
mutt be conceded, however; that non-government schoOli gain thany benefits,
and not only financial, from the_existence of state biiiiinciaCiei.
Federal:funding policies through the_Schools Comrñission haVe dissolved the
clear-cut distinction between privateor independent and goVirtinient schools:
there art no fully independent schoolsany_ more,, financially it any rateand
the state systems are not rnerely_the_providers of government ichools. The implications of all this have yet to be faced by AuStrilian State education departments, iati has the question_of _whether it ii bOth Poiiible and desirable to
dismantle large parts of thestate apparatus of direction, monitoring, and:control.: Because ildoes not address this; and for Other reasons already noted, the
South Australianeommittee is affirming 'edikation and the end to change' in
South Australia;_except for those changes that have some prospect of reversing
the liberal, creative regime which flourished briefly and :brilliantly, if
dangerously; in the-hey-day of the previoui Direetor=General, Alby Jones, and
has continued; _under much more difficult Ciitumitances, by the present incu mbent ;John Steink.
Having_oudined its view of eicellenCe in edUcatiOnal affairs, the Committee
in Platothcvein wishes to:freeze the ithigt. It was, by contrast, the Alby Jones
Memorandum that signalled emergence froth departmental restriction for the
teaching force; and symbolized aCeeptinee of sueh dangerous forces as growth;
choice;_and professional freedorii. It ii the tritittfitiOtt of this Committee that
freedornfrom did not result in freedoM for. Thii it a crucial claim upon whicha
verylarge part of the argument cif the Whcile Report rests. From_a purely_en
pirical standpoint; it is:not iiiitinied by evidence or argument but restsinstead
on_ that hard bed of faith-6i- i*thapt latk it whith ultimately generatexthe
whole structure of ideas in thii Rokitt. Thus* is conceivable that_the troubles
fmmwhich South Australian State iChools suffer are (1) a_ function ofacomplex
of changes in South:AIME-Alia (but this complex is not considered); (2) similar
in lcind_to troubles in other iyitenitt MR 'afflicted' with freedom (but no co_in
parisons are drawn), (3) ii6th6- gttaret titit less than in the past (but_the
histmical_dimension is alio la-ckino, (4) related causally to inadequacies in
teacher iwservice education and other tritarit of professional supporc(but no
relevant data are presented to enable us to tonfierti or reject such hypotheses);
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The fascinating and highly contentious condasion_drawn by_the Committee
is that freedom Fom and or must now be replaced by that 'glorious freedom'
which arises from a willing submission to a hiOer authority._ Ariawesome
responsibility would; as a consequence, fall on the Minister ofEducation and
the Director-neral of Educatior4 were they to take the unusual step of actualy implementing the recommendations of a major committeeof enquiry.
Might It not be simpler; moreconsistent with our notions of professionalism
as well as democratic relationihips; and more in line with our liberal_ and
humanistic:tradition, to follow: the: alternative course of strengthening the
teaches role as educator?: Nor is this inconsistent with the evolution of state
education in: Australia which hii_progressively and often with_ considerable
wisikim enhanced the status of the teaching: force and, over the years;
strengthened its capacity to exercise responsible choice. To build ftirther on the
structures for professional freedom could have the added advantages of actually

itducing the apparatus of state bureaucracy and avoiding those large,inflexible administrative structures, those interminable committee gatherings; that
seem so ill-adapted to social, economic and cultural change and are so expen-

sive. We coWd even move to establish an open style of core curriculum;
through guidelines, state-sponsored inservice, and curriculum reviews. Is it
really the case that a_ higher:professionalism is beyond the capacity of our
teachers, and that deftness, _lightness of touch, and intellectual :and :moral

leadership in our senior administrators have to be replaced by all this
machinery? :
It it the final paradox of this Report that, more effectively than any other in
recent years, it focuses our attention on some of the _most- important issues in
the genera1 direction and management of state education._ Perhaps it takes such
a serious,_ thoroughgoing, and searching presentation of the case for:a return to
a certain kind of order, structure, and direction to illuminate these-issues. It is
for this reasor,, not for its value as a guide to others, that this Report is a
milestone in Australian education and essential, if disquieting, reading.
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High school reform: C. C. Yeakey &
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The values we bring . . . to right the
situation are precisely t& ones that got
aS in trouble in the first place and are .
likely to perpetuate our grief

.

.

M. Greenfield

In 1983 rinblit Concern about the nation's future created a tidal wave

of reporti that sought to reform America's schools: In April 1983, A
Rai the rePort of the National Commission on Excellente in
Education f NCEE)i_brought the issue of schooling tb the fOrefrOnt of
political_debate_and controversy. The general message WAS Clear-American public schooling is im a _p_bOr State of affairs. Subsequent
commission reports and related *oil' thay have been superfluous after
the NCEE presented itt find ino. NeVertheless, a summary sampling oi
the collective evidence (friim Smith. i983: 7-8: Hogg. 1983 82) is
sobering
Atiletitati Stildents rank behind those of other industrialized nations in
science literacy.
American students take relatively few science and mathematics courses
because eitherthey elect to take few or many schoolsoffer only a few. In
Western Europe, the Soviet Union; and Japan students complete more
courses arid have higher rates of performance.

EDUCATION AND URBAN SOCIETY. Vol 17 No 2; Fentuie9 1985 157-170
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The critical thinking Skint et American students are minimal; many
students cannoi read. infd n-Onernic subjects are adowed to cOunt the
Students'
same as Enghsh. mathematia, science; and history in ninny
Prbtrams

The findings of the reform reports should-come at no great surprise,
given_that commission reports over the past_80 years or more reveal
similar_ recurring then:Set (Passow, 1984); Yet; the larger community
almost deafening in its unanimityand support
response in America

from various sectors -biitinettes, and corporationc_postsecondary

institutions; philanthropic IounditiOns, state legislatures; the pressand
broadcast media; parents; teacherS; and Students (U.S. Department_of
Education; 1984). The publie has (*tit mainly unstinting in its support
for _educational reiorms, whiCh iiiiny perceive will not only raise ara7
demic standards but also enhance Amenca'S productivity and ensure
world market_dommance. Skeptics, however, :are unsure if such an
unqualified_responseis warranted. Some quettittli the ittumed causeand-effect relationstup _between _schooling and market dOminance
and or industrial prod uctiv4 Othemaiseissues of a binider nature7%Tin-ether school whievement or thelack_thereof_can serve as either the

cure or the catLfe for theisocial; political; and economic dilemmas in
which America finds itself.
After a critiqiit of certain specific amnions and recommendationsin
the reports, this article will turn titi the luso questions of the nature and
function of schooling in American society, in an attempt to bring to the

consideration of the national reform reports a broader conitruct of
social reality.

A CRITIQUE
INTERNATIONAL comratusora

Although one carinOt deny the seriousness of the observations publidSed in die national reform reports, neither can one deny the simplostiCilly conservative analysis and the myopia of their proposed solutions,
The reports err on comparing the outcomes Of lett-fling in the United
States with those of highly industrialized countries in Wettern Europe.
Such an asSessment tails to recognize iundanielitil differences between
highly dissimilarschool systems The United Stites diffen from Europe

and Japan In the basic stnicture of its formal system Of sthooling;
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European and Japanese secoadary schools have histoncanypreparesia
small elite. For exampk, in the mid-196% only 9% of the relevantage
group in Germany graduated front upper secondary school, compared
to 75% in the United States (Husen, 1983).
Americais imiquein_providing_ access to both the universal high
school as_ well asexpanded access to postsecondary schooling. In most
other highly_ industrialized nations, entry into secondary whool is

determined by rigorous examinations, and few students go to an
academic secondary school without the intent of furtlier matriculation
at a university (Slavin, 1983); students who are not college liound go to
trade or technical schook or to work. The NCEE, thus, distorts the issue
of_ comparative achievement by contrasting systems that are highly

distinct
A more tellingcomparison would be to examine the proportion of
students in academic secondary schools in relevant age groups in the
respective countriin. We would soon discover that in dieseknive systems

of Japan, Germany, and the SOviet Union, the stiadird of elitism is
boUght at the price of more limited opportunities for the majority.
Whether larger soactal costs are wonh such a price is anotherquestion
To take our argument one_step furt&r, kis highlyprobablethat the
average high school studentioL Braid_or _Nigeria _also outperform& the
averageU.SAligh school student because such countries _use selection

procedures more akin to those in Europe; This does not mean that
America's system of universal high school education is a bad idea, only

that a amimitment to a hi0 school education for everyone Will
unavoidably have a negative effeet on the average achievement of high
school stadents even if (as is almost certainly the case) it has a positive
effect on the educational level of the general populace.
TIME AND CURRICULUM

One of the-more radical recommendations made ini4 Nation at Risk
is that the school day should be lengthened _to/ hours and theschool
year to X* or more days. YeL with fewexceptionsoresearch has failed to
find that _school _district& havingionger school day& or school years
evidence_greaterachievement than other districts, after controlling for

other _district characteristics (Levin, 1984). The NCEE made the
recommendations in view of the fact that, given low quality, a longer

school day or school year will do more harm than goed, and that
without substantial improvementt in pedagogy, proposed curricular
changes (more rigorous mathematics, science, social studies, and English requirements) may simply increase the high school dropout rait-.
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(Goodlad, 1983). What is done with time has far greater influence on
suident achievement than does a marginal increase in the length of the

khool takridar.
Having noted the essential difference txtween qualityaml quantity of
time it is impossible to be against higliii'standards arid more rigorous
material;_given the advancing technological age in which we live. Yeti
incnasing_ standards without increasing instructional effectiveness
simpiymeans that we ale likely to fail more studenttat each level in the
instructional sequence: fighter standards would surelyincrease_mean
whievement scores by -washing out7 low achievers;_but theatudents
who are -washed out-are unlikely to benefit from the process and must
be amommodated by the whool until their:eventual denouement or by
society at some latex point. To provide inadequate instruction and then
make stiidents suffer by failing them is tantamount to blaming the
victim.
Closely related to this point is the ill-conceived notion of making the
educational experience; in both form and contenti the same for &IL Itis
as if a national curriculum is being embracul. Themajor thrustofsuch a

curriculum is to reorient schools--,thehigh schools_ in_ particular,to
produce excellent graduates _who_ am_ better qualified for _college_ and
who_will; in turn; become collegegraduates who will eventually lead our
nation intothe industrial; scientific; and economic prominence we onm
enjoyed_The penchant for making schooling the same for all penalizes

those individuals who lack:both du aptitude and interest necessary for
pursuing a college degree but who are more dispoted to a vocational
course of study.
Herein_ lies the most serious shortcoming of most of _the reports;

namely; tick blatant and callous disregard for the cliseafacing our
enlarging ;.:roup of educationally and economically lisadvantagedstü.
dents._ in
EK'.uctory_ethics_courses_weare taught that the politics of
omission_
freitiently more_ significant than the politics of commis:Ire to Include is as _significant

ut of inclusion

(Neater._
.. _If the ref6rm reports are -any indication, America is
doomed to co
tie! crir, s of the put. If we do not incorporate this
burgeoning gt
div risfied agertda that accommodates them;
they colleen.: y
:el an
of their own.
TICEIVOLOG1

In t.ine with the t g

ffr computer literacy; the NCEEreconmunded

that s hag year o ct.dtputer scirice he reunited for all high school
students. The compuie. rev3lution u uvon us; but most people who will

such as word processing, that may have nothing to do with programming and are taught beat on the job. We woad do well to teep_in mind
that computer science is not a basic skill on whichnthershills build. In
the main;_we abould not rush_ too precipitously into_heavy technical
course requirements; for we might well force poor achievers out of
school and/ or create mediocre courses (Leonard, 1984). Of related
importance is the fart that labor statistics reveal that high technology
will have a net effert of lowering requisitejob skills for most workers
between now and 1990 (Leonard, 1984). Estimates suggest that there
will be five times as many new jobs for fast-fo6d workers and kitchen
helpers as for computer programmers; with_ the largest number_of new
jobs in the next decaiie for secretaries (Parade; 1983)._ Computerorientedjobs do not apneas in the top 25 occupations that anticipate
openings.
THE TEACHING PROFESSION

The NCEEauggests strategies designed to attract more qualified
Ind ivid ualsi nto tearhing and to retain the best of them. Except for *few
caveats; one would lm hard pressed to disagree with them (Slavin, 1983).

First, merit pay should he based on student achievement Wove predicted kvels, with the assu: dice that teachers with low-achieving classes
have as gond a chance to exceed expectations as teachers with_ highach ieving classes. Next; peer review in tandem withju_dgments of supervisors should be a part of the system._ Finally; establishing a_ career
ladder *ithin classroom _teaching mightserve to increase pay; recognition; and status without rewarding outstanding teachers by promoting
them out of the classroom;
FOCUS/NG ON ME HIGH SCHOOL

Both the Cathegje and NCEE reports largely focus onreforming the
higo s.:hool. It has berome a common fallacy toemphasizehigh school
refo,-r) without analyzing _reform of theelementary feeder schools as
well. ay isolating schooling kvelkiveseverlinkageathat may be operationally distinct; hut that are mutually sustaining and reinforcing on a
systems level-Such a unidimensional analysis does not take into arcount
the proposition that what a student arcomplisho or fails to accomplish
in the tidy schooling years
largely determine what he or she will
accomplish in the succuding Lis:. school years.
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THE USE OF ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

The vanous reports appear to ask for a greater relianct
the very
mediumthat has demonstrated marked unreliability: the standardized
achievement test.Althougli_stla !Istaite constnictetaroundtheexpe
riences and_values of _certain _client groups,_they have _been used as

insidious instruments of discrimination, mitigated only by affirmative
wtion policies and minctipns imposed by the courts. Row ironic that the
national commissions are desirous of increasing the role of the tests,
making Wein die alWolute authority for promotion, graduation, admission, VW evaluation, at Oft very time when our national leaders are
tilling sanctions and thwarting the federal guidelines that serve to remediate t& very prokikms the tests are designed to perpetuate. We cannot

take comfort in the old myth thm only ability matters in our highly
competitive, _highly achievementAiriented society; for the very high
correlation between achievement and family income
firt: unaltered:
THE PLACE OF LANGUAGE

simplistic if notisiundited views are pot elder!:
study or the NCEE, One sees threads of
Twentieth Century Fund report, which rezL rot:,

=7.

oegie

ton hi t'..e

.1-i the federpl
government usert that _Englisltliteracyis the most iruk.7,n ant objecti,
.

foutheschools?wd_that_bilingual funds_ be owl _to_iech Irjrglish to
non-Inglislispeakem_This_recommendation ignores both the cognitive
and affective problems bilingualeducation attempts to address; as well
as current policies hued on legislation; judicial decisions, and research.
It also fails to take into account the fact that the fastest-growing popula-

tions in our schools Wday and in the near future are among those
persons for whom English is a second language . f.,tatistics reveal that by

I990, minorities will constitute approximately 25% oi the total U.S.
Population and over RP% of the total school enrollment. And, hy _the

yew 2000. the United_Statet will become home to the_world's fifth
iargestixipulation of persons_of Hispanic origin (Boyer, 19134): The
obkms_attendant_to_a multilingual _school populace cannot be willed
away by government decree;_we must seek solutions that address the
problem in all its ramifications:

A BROADER REALITY
A number of mterdaciplinary scholars have attempted to analyze
schooling within broader confines, within its proper historical; social,

6

political; economic; and ideological context (Bowles and Gintis, 4976;
Bernstein, 1977; Young,I971; MacDonald, 1977; Lopartt,1974; Gorelick, 1977;-Giroux, 1979, 1980; Mehan, 1979; Sharp Mid Green, 1975;
Yeakey, 1981). An exactina antlysis of the venous theoreticalperspexi,
tives is beyond the scope of this article Yet, weshouldbeinindful of the
facts that t he signakontribution_of these theorists is that they advance

our knowledge relative to the nature and functi.il of schooling in
industrial terms by informing their deliberations witn the language of
power, hegemony, and social control. In so doing, they Strip schools of
their purported innocence and expose inequities in the distribution of
economic goods arid services mid certain forms of culturr4 capital as

*Cll. It is within this political and economic context that one can
examine the relationship between schooling and_ social control._
Public schools find themselvesina deceptive paradm Charged with
the responsibility ofeducating those who_will; in turn; educate future

generationsthey_playa pivotalzole in the legitimation =I reproduotion of a society characterized by a markal degree of tocial and economic inequality (Bowles and Gintis, 1976). The ambigttityof the rote of
=hooting is a delusive one. On one hand, schooli as educational institutions address a very- real need on the pin of ill socioeconomic classes to
learn atiout, upgrade, transform, Mid Wetter their very existence. On the

other htirfd, schools as institutions exist within an alignment ofother
social, economic; and politiell institutions that makethema fundamental pan of the power structure (Bourdieu and Passeron; 1977; Yeakey
and Johnston; 1979b).
Schoolingand its perceived neutrality _cannot obfuscate the fact that
schools operatewithin a social structure that disproportionately serves
dominent,controlling interests (Jencks, 1979). Thus, schools emb-Ody
structural and ideological conttadictions that are related to larger conflicts in the American social order. Ours is a =cull order caught between
the imperatives of its will welfare responsibilities and its functional
allegiance to the conditions of capitalismand pzofit(Giroux,1980); The
schools' dna! posture is testamenttothis political nature; and highlights
the necetsity to distill _the mutlifaoeted ways in _which schooling serves
and contradicts the latent and manifest functions of the existing social

order.
The host of reform reporttdid _Linke_ plain the ways in which formal

schooling retain to our highly industrialized society. Moreover, the
reports_ inadvertently unveiled the institutional contradictions tOd goal
conflicts that tvesiege an educational system operating in a competitive
society where formal schooling stratifies and influences social status and

life chances. Our nation's goal corlicts and our schools system of
patterned stratification have often been masked by our rhetoric of
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egalitarianism and democratization of schooling. Embedded in the
conflict Wween equality verses meritocrac/ is the age7old question:
Can oursehooltbe eq ual and exeellent, too? This confliet looms large in
most modern-day societies, irrespective of the type of established social
order;
This is disk in pan, lathe fact that the elites, those of the upper strata in

ineet-eceittict,--kettitiplw in- ;Witter and assunk Imlership puitiou
because it is expected of ihemi a sense of nobkrseoblige._ But the pare-

mount- issuen- one af-eaeialcheistatusiled *Wit- commode, for- not
only do three of the upper strata expect to govern and partake of society's
bounty,iteit it is expected of theta. For tlime who would argue that status
an4 both tU amount arnItypeof wheeling which_one receives wag and is
incidnualin American society, we hasten to remind.the _reader that the

intrndttionOfpublChOliflgwumUbiCquent1 by at least two-hundred
years test:hoofing for thee& for those oldie upper strata; Aod it was
only after repeated auempu by- thoseroponenu
demmwatization that publieschooling; on far from a massive scale;
commenced. Even in contemporary America, we view repeated attempts
by-thekiwer cremes, who- hokla sonsewhiaNisionnry yet sublime faith in
theivatue of schoolimp to eradicate existing social cuul political reslities
ledenhieee- SOcill mbbilityjmwever unwarrantedthat faitb-Might be. It
is as if schoolingis the rue du passage; theladder _upon which ambition
[Yelkey Seel Gerdon, 1982: 10514X5].
climbs to iTriVi

And the more scciety depends on advanced sophisticated technology,
the more icute the dikmma Iftromes.
reform reports speculated that America's troubles emanated

from a &Cline of economic and tethnittil power worldwide, from
increased unemploymentand from aslide in intelkettial achievement as
!weaned by tat scores. The iuues the reports cite arenot the source of
trouble,_ bát merely _the contemporary _manilatations of _deeper _mis.

America's positionin world zradeisinparl arena of faulty management; corporategreed as our corporationssoughtloweritaid workersin
foreign Ian& and chaos and confusion resulting fromthe energy shortnes in_ the late seventies; Further; the fart that American business
placed fewer major resourcts into research and development hctiviti-es
than its foreign counterparts has contributed to the prOblem. Finally,
flimerican industry has invested Hi profitt abroad, IRS OPPOStd to reinvestment in our economy (Duchanne, 1984). Leonard (1984: 50) suggests that
the loss of U.S. dominance in tlie world car market was caured letsby lack
of technical skill than by flaws in judgment, character, and values. High
school graduatt assembly line workers did not participate in the decision
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to short-Mrcuit quality in :favor of slapdash production and planned
obiolisCence linked with- slkk, high pressure promotion. The disastrous
Amerierta emphasis on shormrm bottom line management owes Ves4 to
M.B.A. classes sr Harvard.
science classes at Central High char:

Although it may be true that the United States does not enjoy the
complete dominance it once did in many fields of endeavor, our dechii=

ing_preeminence reflects many compkx factors, including progress
made in schooling and industry in Europe, Asia, and much of therest of
the _world since World War 11_ (Goodman; 19133)._ Forever_guilty of
oversimplifratim the teform reports disregard the relationship between

schooling: and employment If America could or would suddenly
improve the sehooling of all the unemploye-d, this fast alone would not
create more jobs (Goodman, 1983). Our political leaders must bear the
crux of responsibility kr inadequate planning and forecasting.
One major problem our nation must now face is that the schooli have
done far too goed a job in preducing people well qualifiediopedorm
roles_for whichancietylas either_no need or starklydiminishzdneed.
Moreover, longevity _and _university schooling _have _so_ collided that
older and younger_peopleare competing for the same positions; for the
same piece of the shrinking American pie. The imbalanm between tire

number of grsaluatea and dm dmlining number of jobs in an era of
increasing ccartity has reinforced competition for entry to the next level
of schooling (Goedman, 1983).

ON MORAL EDUATION
Absent from the reform reports is any discussion of the-Intnnsic, as
opposed to extrinsic, value-of schoolingthat is, karningfor-the sheer
pleasure of learning,- the-affettive aspects of learning, the building of a
cooperative spirit, of policy and of community. Sehoolingas a wayto
beat the Ruuiana and lest the nnans_and _theiapanese reveals a
const ricted_ understanding _of the meaning:of:excellence: _The reform
reponareveal a jdaring biulowaitschooling_that produces social and
_

economic utility attl-..e major indickor of ex ctlience. Although it is true

that generations of Amc-r have utilized-schooling as a way out of
social and econr
cri'.7aZiA, "you really do -not generate the educational-values
cov.*!.g 'Alen
. st ss: only these external; comparative odvar.:ages. People
not b-c,: ame educated or liberated so muchas
'ihev SR:eomeoppot tunrt;I:
c!ation to schooling" (Greenfield; 1981
100). According to th *. riw-rn reports; increased industry and commerce
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are the preferred long-term outcomes of educational reforms that -while
important are meaningless without the intellectual, moral, and spiritual
. crucial to the creation of a genuine democratic society"
learmngs
(hlashand Ducharme, 1983; 39)
A score or more years_ ago. American. historian Richard Hoftuidter
U963) suggested thatschoolinggenerallyhas existed In make individual
social and economic advancement_ possible,_ _not_ to cultivate_
intellectual qualities:Hofstadtermade the distinction between the sect-

knce of intelligenm(a mihd _that is manipulative.adaptive; practical;
, targeted, and immediate) and the excellence ofintelket (a mind that is

critical. creative, contemplative, theoretical, and imaginative). Hofstad7

ter's analysis should aid us in understanding the roots of antiintelWctualism in American life so vividly portrayed in the reform
repons. Hofstadter claims that Americans have preferred people of
intelligence becauselhey appear to be among "the up and com wg," and
people of intellect appear to be unreliableand even subversive. In our
culture; .-irofessionals whose schooling has give ot hentfuncti onal expel
tise are more_esteemed_ and_ remunerated _than_ the propheti scholar;_or

artist. As a result, t he present-day reform movemit _will faillo produce
luting exctlknm _because it is ''advanced without it moral or intellectual
center" (Huh and_Ducharme, 1983).
Our society is afflicted with what is eaBed the rpsychology of affluence" or the "culture ot narcissism," which is predicated on the notion
thatyou can always expect and get more. This helief is founded on a-me

first" mentality that, in the long runi is self=defeating and ultimately
undermines the possibility of any genuine self:fulfillment (Yankelovich,
1981; Luch; 1979). This psychology of affluence depends on_a strong
economic base and on_the growth of the _nat ional_ economy._The_most
frightening aspect of it all isthat weareasociety_of rising expectations in

the_ throesnf increasing economic scarcity. However;_ we_ have been
forewarned of the _cataclysmic results of our self-indulgences (Potter,
[954._ Ehrlich. 1974. Handlin and Handlin, 1975).

What is needed is a shift in values that would deemphasize our
competitive spirit gone awry and diminish our heightened sense of
materialism. The social virtues- -sharing rather than takim orgivingas
oppoied to receiving; participating as oppoted to winning; and sacrificing and even denying one's own pleasures of the moment!--largely have
escaped us. If wt s a society could set priorties on OUT values; then -the
rest the competitive and materialbenefits -would follow. But we keep
trying to do it the other way around" (Greenfield; 1984: 100).
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CONCLUSION

, As one reads the reform reports, one searches in vain for any semblance of the very reform the reports -claim to deliVer. For if everything
proposed in all the reports were put intii practice, the resultant system of
Oublic schooling would not be radically different_from_ the school_ of
riclay; with one exception_Thereformed school would be more highly

acetified. Wewill come perilously close to emulating the educational
systems of those_with whom we are locked in comretition. Why do we
say "perilous', Because there is a pncet0 pay for the rtformi and it will
he borne by those who can afford it the least: the children of 10w-income

families. If one understands the heightened synergistic relationship
netweei achievement and family inceniii the argument becomes not
on1±, irtefettabk, btu moot.
:r too manyotthe reforms arnembIrinitsiof cmr conservative timeg
ancl_Aoull ere _budgets _that_ have ginn rat to 'lie traditional, to the
noymativejoa type of samenen and unifortn'iy u,well as an unwillingness to both tolerate and Ellarxially support deViatiOttl from the 110ilit.

The reformists'
viitmeat to a iational cUrrittilon, itindirdized
test'ag, and English as the onlyi'-inguse hit iticceeded in thoviug the
hidden curriPzulunk--- iliescd the hidden agofidEto center stage. We are

tieing asked to subsceibe ito the diactedited Oötiöfl that all students;
irrespective .1;;;- astir social strlUsi sCxi and_ racial;_e_thnici_or_religions

bnckground will be treated Nuallybybeing held_to the same academic
standards. Weareleft with tbenbsurdity that treating people the same is
the same animating themiNually.
Special mention must be made of the minority communities in the
large urban centers who in the late 19501 and,1960i foretOld Of much of
the malaise_ in, which, we find ourselves. Minority communities are
exoriencing a form of deji vu of reilitiei With Which the larger Ameri!.
cin society must now grapple. Accountability, back to basics; and basic
literacy were the focal points of urban parents even beforenuch words
iiiinned the vernacular IMMO they now enjoy. Urban parents did not
Aik for school dzsegregationi but_for accountability through community
control oftlieirschools; Instead, they were given school decentralization
and_teacherunionism. How_fortuitous that almost 25 years ago, urban
parents were among the lint to qUestion cchool
to
expertise (Yeakey and Johnston, 19790). Thug, Whitt tht larger populace is preoccupied with recommendations on curriculum, time usage;

and so on, the attention of the urban populace is again riveted
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elsewtxreon the larger question of who will direct the course of policy
over the next four years.
Further, our present crisis in public schooling must be recognized Asa

crisis of a larger vim Our schooling crisis is but refleetive of a deeper
cnsis in the Amencan ethos, and we aie being forced to confront our
inherent contradictions Consider the following points:
More than_ halt of all serious crimes in the United States are now
committed by youths 10 to 17 years of age
leachers everywhere agree that students Of all ages have far less respect
tor authont, ',an they once had

during recess, youngsters no longer pia
In some -Kb,
did on playgrounds. Tlky rove in gangs.

ey once

'Tlwre'S hnrdly a community in America that does not face Abe problems '
of teenage substance abuse. The number of teenage akoholics is unmated to be 2.5 million; the numWr of 12- to 17-yrar-olds experimenting
with marijuana and cocaine has doubled.

Many colkges and universities have _had to abanAon honor codes
because of die frequency of violations. Sumeys reveal that at tliecollegt
reVel, if given th-e opportunity, 50% to 80% of stndents wourd clieat on
exams

flne West LOs Angekt company working tne "term paper flimflam' has
nein operating since 1969, Wasting of a catalog of over 14,000 titles and
taking pride in adding several hundred new titks every year. Ilk company employs XI professional writers in all fields. All topics are covered.
Business is bnsk

In recent years, $23 Million was taken out thi front door of banks in
armed robbery; three times this amount, about $W flsillion1 was taken
out the back door in fraud and embezzlement [Holland, 1984: 5201

ThUi our nation is educationallyiat riski but not: solely _for the
reasons put forth by the reformers. As Socrates suggestedi the argument

"is not about just any questioni but about the way one should live;"

NOTE
fli4 national reform report* inclkle Ole Twentieth Century Fwid ;1983), NAtional
Science Board (1983)1 the Carnegie Foundation (1983); and the College Entrance Ex=i-
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nation Board (19113). Related studies include Adler (1982); GoodIM (l913) and Siut
(1984).
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In the current political climate, there is little talk about schools and democracy
and a great, deal of debate about how schools might hecome more successful_ in
meeting industrial needs arid cOntribUting to economic productivity.__Against_a
landscape of shrinking econtithie reSotireeS, the breakup of liberaLand _radical
public school coalitions, and the erosion of civil rights; The_ public debate_ about
the nature of schooling hit been replaced by the_concerns and interests of man-

agement experts. That is; arnidst_the growing failures and disruptions, in hoth
Amencan society_and in the_public_schools; a set of concerns and prOblertiS has

emerged_ conjured up in terms like "input-output," "ptedietibility," and "ebsteffectiveness:7__

Unfortunately, at a time when we need a different language of analysis_lo
understand the structure and meaning Of Sehooling, Americans_ have retreated
hack into,the discourse Of ttianageinent and administration;_with its focus on
lywes of efficiency arid-control. ThiSe issues have_ overshadowed concerns regard7
understandihg. Siiiiilarly; the needio cfevelop at_allevels of schooling a radical
pedagogy COricained with criticalliteracy_ and active citizenship has given way tO
ionserative pedagogy_that_ emphasizes technique and passivity, The StreSs iS:no
kinger on helping_students to "read" the world trititally; inStead, it iS on helping
st udents_ to"rnaster" the tools of reading. The citletititi of how teachers, administrators; and:students produce meaning, and WhoSe intereSt it serves; is subsurt.;,'
under the imperative to matter the,"factS.'-' The Seript is grim.
These issues raise fundamental questions aboUl how educators and school:
contribute o thete piObkiris, yet they simultaneously point to the possibility of
eveloping thodet of language.; thinkingand leaching that may be used to over=
come therri, Or it least helptoestablish_the conditions thatimay be tiSed tizi resolve
theni. I Want to pursuethis issue by
examining a central COhttit: how Can we

Make SehOoling_incaningful so as to make it tritiCal and hOW Can We make it
critical so as to make it emancipatory?

Theory and Language

I want to analyze this question and the ways in Whith "traditional" views of
Sehooling have responded to it., The Wain-dal-Oh for Sikh an analysis is the_need
Car a new theoretical framework and inode Of larignage that will enable teachers;
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parents, and Others to undersiand both the:limits and:the:enabling:possibilities
that characterize schools__Currently, traditional language_ about schooling is anchored in a rather mechanical and_limited worldview: Essentially, it is n worldvie* borrowed primarily:from the discourse of behavioristic learning psychology,
whick.fixtises an the_ best way ta learn a given body of knowkdge, and frOM the
logic of scientific management, as reflected in the back tO bitict MOVeMetit, tontpetency testing; and systems management schemet. The Etatilt hia been a language
that prevents educators from critically examining the idedlOgical assumptionsemImedded in their 0Wh language and the schooling eiperiences that they help to
structure.
Generally Speaking, thenotion of language,:particularly as it is used by educaiota, is evaluated ecr arding to whether_it is_ simple or complex, clear or vague,
concrete _or _abstract _However,:thisianalysis fails prey to, a theoretical ettat it
reduces thequestion of language to a technical issue, i.e., theiiittie Of -clarity. But
the real meaning of educational language has tO be utideritaod la the pradtiet of a
specific theoretical framework, via the assumptions that &Vett it, and, _finally,
through the social, political and ideological relatiatit to WhiCh it _points and which
it legitimates. In other words, the issue Of Clarity often_becomes_i_mask that
downplays qUettions about values end interesti_while applauding ideas that are
Well;pickaged in the language:of simplicity;_ The point here is that any educational
theory that is tobe critical and emancipatory; that is to function in the interests af
criticalimderstanding_and self,determining aztion, must generate a discourse that
moves beyond the estab ",;-.1ted language of administration and tonfOrMity. Stich a

discourse requires a struggle and a commitment in order to be appropriatetind
understood. The way language can mystify and hide its oikriatitumptions_becomes

clear, for Militia, in the way educatort often laWl students who:respond to
alienatitigAilid oppressive school experiences with a _wholexange cf resistant

be7

hatiori. They call such students deviant rather than resistczst. for such a label
Would raise different questions about the nature of schooling and the reasons fOr
such student behavior.
Generating a New Dhcourse

Implicit in my analysir is the need to canstruct a_new discourse ard mode of
antlytit abotit the nature of schooling that_ would _serve a dual purpose. On :the
one bind, it Should analysc_and indict:the shortcomings and failures inherent in
traditional inews_of schooling. On thez.,ther hand; it should reveal new possibilities
far _thinking about and organizing schoc.1 cmoerienoes. In order tO esplore the
possibilities for reorganization; I want to focus specifically oh the follo*ing concepts: rationality, problematic, ideology, and culttital Capital.

Rationality

The notion of rationality hai a dual meaning. First, it Etter* to the itt of ailump-

tions and practices that allow people to understand and Shape their own and
others' extveriences. Second, it refers to the intortiti that define and qualify how
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one frames and engages problems confronted in lived experience. For instance
interests exhibited in teacher talk and hehaViot MaY be rooted in the_need to
control, to explain, or tO att from paiaciples of justice. Rationality; as a criticil
construct; canaUsa_W applied toelassroontmaterials such as curriculum packages,
films-, etc.. Suchinateriall alwaysembody a set of assumptions shout the
given subjec4 and a set _of interestic This Imomesevident in many Of the tb=cilled
"teacher proof" instructional materials now flooding the market. These materials
promote a deskilling of tesclwors by separating toticeptidh from execution and by

ttducing the rote that teaches% play in die actual Creation and teachingat such
material. Teacher des:Wont thciUt Whit shotild be taughti_how it _might meet the
intelkettall lad cultural Ikeda Of ittalehts, and_how_it_ might-be evaluated are
rendered unimportant in these packages, since _they have already predefined and
ansWereditich qUestiont. Thr_mataialacontrotteachers'dmsions wad, as a seta,
teachersdo not_ need to exennse_ressoned judgments. Thus, teachers art hatted
to the_role _of _obedient tedmicians; canying out the &matt Of the Matriculum

package Needless to say; teachers may ignore such pttipitei, May use themfor
different purposes, ctr may fight their Use itt the What:ill. &it the reaLissucis
understaading the interests eMbedded in inch Curriculum packages and how such
interest* structure chit:to-OM experiences. The language of efficiency and control
promotes obedience tether than critique.
Probkmatic

All mcgles_of _rationality contain comeptual structures identified both by the_ques,
twat nuseeland the questions ignored. These art WWI ptObleinatici. Problematics

refer not only to what is included ill a *OM-Vie*, bid alto *hat it left out and
silent:x*1. That which is tiOt tad it at itiiticittant as that whichis said. The_ value of
this cancept tiecoMel dititt ObViotat when one remembers that traditional educational theory his always been weddsdlo_the viable; to the literal, and ta what can
be ietti tad Opetatibfialized. Educations/ theory has usuallx not, included a lin=
gnat* cit Made ofanalysis that looks _beyond the given or the:phenomenal. Fdi
initance, traditional _concerns _of educators miter around the fOritial diatticulum
ind,_ as aigzult, the issues that emerge art familiar btiet: what subjects are going
to be taught? what forms of instruction_wilt be died? What kindaof objectives will
be developed? and how call we Mitch the ObjectiVet With Corresponding forms of

evaluation? As important ti thete cOncerns are, they _dance on the surface of
reality.,They. do Mit iachade a focus an_ the nature and _function of the hidden

curticultiM that it; those messageaand yams that are convera to studentt
"silently" through thetelection_of specific forms of knowledge, the ute Of Specific

clatitoeitielationsomdthe_defining characteristics of the itchUcil Organinationsi
Striattiare. Sexist, racist; and class-specific messages that Stalk behind the language
of objectives and school discipline art conveniently ighbred.
Ideology

Ideology, alum the term; is a dynamic constniet that tofers to_ the ways_in_which
Meanings are producia, mediated, and eMlicidied in knoikledge forms, social prac-
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tices, and Ciihurafewerienws.In this case,ideology is_a set ofdoctrines as Will IS
a medium tbitbugn which teachers and educators makesense_of their_ownexpe-_
rientes and those of the world in which they find, themselves; As a pedagogical
Weil, ideology btetiMes useful for understanding not only how whools sustain and
prOdUce Moaning* bid alSo hoW individualt and groups produce, negotiate, modify;_or resist thorn it Well. Foe Matinee, an understanding of how ideology works
presents ieachers_with a heuristic tool to examine him their COWn **WS abbtit
knowledge; humannature,ivaluesiandsociety _atC Mediated through the "Common
sense", assumptions theyy. use_ to_ structure_ _classroom experiences._ Assumptions
about learning, achievement; teacher-student relations; objectivity; school authority, me., need to I* evaluated critically by educators:

Cultural Capital

Just as a country distributes goods and services; what ran belabeledas material
capital, it also distributes and_ legitimates certain forms _of knowledge; language
Oractiees, values, mtydes of style, and so forth, or what can be labeled as cultural
capital. One must only consider what gets lalxled as high-status knowledge in the
schools and iiniVortitiet and, thin, provide legitimacy tb certain forms of knowl7
edge and social piamices. Cuirtomly, the fine arts, the social scittitt ditciplititt, mid
classical languages arenot considered as legitimate as those lkidieni of kik:owl-edge
found in the P.:Aural science& or those_methods of inquiry associated with the
areas of busineu and managementE_Thesedecisions are arbitrary and air based on
certain values and questions of power and control, not _tomention sucertain_view
of the nature of society and 1 he future. The concept of cultural capital also repre,
seritt certain Ways Of talking, acting, moving, dressing, and socializing that are
inititiitiontiliied by tehodla.: SehOols are not:merely instruttiOnal siteS but _also

sites wherethe culture of the dörninant society is learned _and Where stUdenti
experience thedifference between those status and class distinctiönt that &Litt in
the larger society-.

Traditional Schooling

The eationtlity 'hat dominates traditional views of sehooling and curriculum is
rooted in the n... oW torictint for effeetiveness, l*havioeal objectives, -and principlesof learning that treat knowledge as something to be consuMed and ichools as
merely instructional_sites designed to pass onto students a "common" Culture mid
set of skills that will enablethem to operate effectively inihe wider society. SteerSed
in the logic of technical rationality; the prA31ernatic of traditionalourriculum tht=
ory and cchooling ctnters on questions *tout the most thoroughormost efficient
Way:to learn:m*01C kinds of knowkwige; to create moral consensus, and to provide
Of ithooling that _reprOduce the existing soviety. For instance; traditional
taucatora may tik hOW the school should:seek to attain a certain pretlefinetl goal;

but they rarely ask Why Sikh a toil might I* beneficial to son* totiotconomic
groups and not to others, or why ichools, as they are presently &ginned, tend tO
block the possibility that specific classes will attain a measure Of ectinekiiit
political autonomy:
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The ideolqy that guides tbe present rationality of thescitcrilitrelatively conk-him:hie it it primarily coacerae. with h.)w-to questions_and _does not question
relationships betweer knowledge_17.!1_ yhater _or_between culture and_ politics. Iti
aka_ WOr6s; questions concerning tltf_Tote of school as an agency nf social and
culturalreproduction_in_a class-divided:society are ignored -as tee gin:admit that
illuminate_theintenubjective i_Lsis of establishing meaning, kno*Wdge and what
are consklered _legitimate social relationships. The issue cif hOW teacheri, students,
and representatives from tht wkler_society generate meaning tends tobeobscured
in favor of die isstue of how people: can matter someone elses_meaning; thus

det*litititing both:the notion of schooLculture ond_thenotion of clusroom
p-e-dagogy._Iii My view, this is a_ limited and sometimes crippling rationality. It
ignore:I the dreams, hiltories; and_visions_that people bring to schools. Its central
etifiCiins are rooted in ofalsenotion_of objectivity and in_a discoutte that-finds its
quintessential_expression:in _the attempt:to find universal priaciplo of education
that are lodged in the ethos of instrumentalism and a self=teNing individualism.

Ahernathe TWoiW
Against thetheoretical shortcomings that characterize traditiOnal Views of schooling and curriculum new:theories of educational practice must bedeveloped. Such
theories must begin with ocOntinuous and critical questioning of the "taken for
granted" in school knowledie and practice_ Moreover, anottempt must be made
to analyze sehools Ls sites that, whilebameally_reproducing the dominant sticiety,
WO Obtain possibilides for educating students to become active, Critital eitiient
(hot simply workers)-Schools MUIR Come to be nen and studied at kith instructkinal and culturalsiteL
One of the_most important theoretical :lements for develeining Critical movies
of schooling_centers around the notion of culture. SehocilS must_beseen AS institutions marked by the same COmplex of contradictory cultures that characterize the
dominant society. &chOcils are social slICS_constituted by a complex:of-dominant
and suWrditiate Cultures; each characterized by the power they have to Jenne arid
legitimate a spetific view of reality. Teachers ondothers interested iniedtitation

Midi Crime to undermand_how the dominant culture functiont at all levels of
ichooling_to disconfirm the cultural__ experiences of the "tieltided
alio means thatseachers; parents, and others should fit agairiat the powerlessness
&students by affirming their own cultural experienteS and histories. For teachers;
this means examining their Own cultural capital and c taminingithe_way in which

it eitWr Ixnefits or victimizes students. Thus; the central question for building a
critical pedagogy is the: questinoof how we unravel and critk:stly understand
those lived antagonist relations_that_chanr:terize school cultu.es, andihow We help
studenti, particularly from the_ oppressed classes, rti;ognite that:the doitiiiiant
schc,:lcultureisnot neutral and does not generallysersc their rite(h while at the
same time raising theiissue of how_ it is that the dtiMinant cultuie_f,anctions to
make _them; as students, feel powerless. The answer to this issue:lies; in part; in
revealing the myths, lies, and injustices at the heart of the dominant school culture
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and building a critical incide of tenching that engages rather:C.1in suppres-44 Astory

critieid practice. Such an activity Calls for a mOde of &love and critique
that unmaskathe dominant_ school culture's_attempt to crow from history and
thatinterrogates the assumptions and practices that inform the lived experiences
of day-to-day schooling;
Educators and parents will have to come to view knowledge u neither neutral
nor objective and, instead, view it as a social constniction emblidying particular
interests and assumptions. Knowledge must be linked to the issue of power, whith
suggests that educators SEW others must raise questions About its truth claims as
well &ache interests that such knowkdge serves. KnowWdge; in this case, doesnot
become_valnable becauseitialegitimized_hy cnrricadum expertsAtavalue is linked
to the power _it _has _at a _mode _of _critique and social transformation._ In_other

words; knowledge becomes important to the degree that it helps human beings
understand not only the usumptions embedded in its form and content, but oleo
the processes whereby knowledge is prodood, appropriated, and transformed
within specific Social and historical settings.

Certainly, a critital view of school knowkdge woukl look different than a traditional view of school knowledge. Priniarily, critical knowledge wotild instruct
students and _teachers alike abont_th& status AS agroup sitnited _withinn society
with sraifierelationsoidominationanclsubordination_Critial knowledgesvould
help illuminate how such groups could develop alanguage and a discourse released
from their own distorted cultural inheritance. The organizing question here would
be: what is it that this socv ,,y has, mule of me that I no longer want to be? Put
anOther way, a critical mode of knowledge would illuminate for teachers and
students how to appropriate die molt progressive dimensions of Weir own Cultural
histories as well ss how to restructure and appropriate the most raditil aspects of

thedominantculture.Fiñully,suc5 knowledwoultvetoproiideamotiva !
tional connection to actionitseffi it wont_ have to_link a_critical_decoding _of
history to a vision of the future that not only exploded the myths of the existing
society; but also reached into those pockets of desires and needs that harbored a
longing for a new society and new forms of stkial relations, relations free from the
pathology of racism, sexism, arid class domination.
Teachers and administrators must he able to nddress issues concerning the Wider
functions of schooling Issues chit din/ with questions of poweri philosophyisOcial

theory; andpoliticamustbe opened toscrunny, Teachersancladninistratoramust
be seen u tnore than technician& The-technocratic; sterilerationality that_dominotes the wider culture; as well as teacher education; pays little attention to dnareties! and ideological issues. Teachers are trained to use forty-seven different
models of teaching, administration, or evaluation. Yet, tewhers are not taught to
be critical of these models. In short, they are taught a form of conceptual and
political illiteracy. Educators must prevent individuals who reduce teaching to the
impkmentations of methOds from entering the teaching profssion. Sehools need
prospective teachers Who are both theoreticians and practitioners; who can coni7
bine theory; imagination; and techniques. Moreover; public school systems should
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sever their relations with teacher-training institutions that simply turn out technicituts,:Uudents who function less as scholars and more as clerks. Thit tiltiVt may
teem harsh, but it is a small antidote compared tO the critical illiteracy arid in=
tompeteticy such teachers often reproduce in ditt rchOdli.
InStead Of mastering and relining the use of methddologies,_ teachers and ad,
Ministrators sheinkl approach education by examining theirown perspectivesabout
iety,_achoolsi_and emancipation._Rather than_attempting to escape from their
ownideoloires and_yalues,_ educators _should confront them:critically so as to
understand_how society has shaped them as: individuals, what it is they believe,

and how to structure more positiveiy the effects they have updri itittlefitt and
others. Put anotlwr way, tar-hers and itiministrators, in ipartititlar, mutt attempt
to understand how issues of class, gender, and race have left an imprint titien how

they think and act. Strch a tritital interrogation provides the foundation for_a
dekko-Oak achbol. :The democraticization of schooling _involves the need for
teacher; tti Wild alliances with other teachers,_and _notsimply _union alliances:
Such alliances must develop_around new_forms of social relations that:include
bothteachingandAhe organization and administration of whool policy. It is importantthat teachers break through the cellular structure of teaching as it presently
exists in most schools. Teachers:need to acquire more control ciVer the de/Clop=
ment of curriculum materials; they need to:have :more Control tiVer how such
materials might be taught and evaluated and how alliancei öVer eiiiiietilum issues
cOuld he ettablithed with members of the larger community.
The Ortierit Structures of most schools isolate teachers_and cut off the possibilities fOr deinteratic decision_ making and_positive social relations: Relations
betweenachooladministratortand teaching staff often represent the most disabling
asrects _of thedivision of labor; the division betwten conception and ext0Utitill.
Such a_ management model is demeaning to teachers and Students alike. If we Ste
to take the issue of schooling seriously, schools- shouhi
the one Site Whore
democratic wcial relations bernme a part of one's lived expefierieM.
;
Finally, any Viable form of:schooling needs tO be informed by a passion and
faith in the neettliity of struggling in the interest ()relenting atetter mod& These
teeth like Strante words in a society Thathaselevated thenofion of self-interest to
the status of auniversaLlaw._ And yet our very survival dependron the degree to
Which the_ pimcipler of communality; human:struggle, and social justice aimed at
improving the privileges of all groups eventually prevail. Public schOOIS need td be
orgimized around wvision that celebrates not what is bUt What totild be, a vision
that looks heyond the immediate to the future, and a visidit that lirikS Sittig& to
a new ret of hurnan possibilities. This is a mill for ptibliC institutions that affirm
one's faith:in the possibility of people like teachers and administrators taking risks
and engaging lift so as to enrichit. We_must selebrateshe _critical impulse and lay
bare the diatinction_between _reality and the conditions that conceal reality-. Such
is thesaskthatall educators must face, and I am quite sure that it will tricit be ntet
by organizingschools around the goals of raising reading and math scoitt Or, for
that matter; improving students' SAT scores. These are nOt Minor etincerni, but
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i.pur primary concern is to address the crucial educational issue of what it_means to
teach students_ to _think critically;_to_learn _how to affirm their_ own experienom
and _to_understand the need to struggle individually and collectively for a more
just society
Henry Giroux teackes In the tvpartment of EdUcational Le&krsh0 at Miami
University (OXfOrd, Ohio).
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Inthe_recent attemptto elaborate a theory of schooling in capitalist society there
has been an unfortunate, if widespread, tendency to underestimate the significance of classes or ideologies outside of those that constitutethe riding social

groups.' There is a clearly Marcusean inclination to describe what Marxist
analysis calls the societal "superstructure" as_the unalloyed product of thost
holding economic power% Such _simplistic imagery, in addition to being wor
sociology and historically inaccurate; also (perhaps more consequentially)
sustains_a_view ofthe social process in which educational, cultural, or political
impotence becomes the unavoidable lot ofanyone outside of the dominant social
positions.
Moreover, such a view commits the serious error ofneglecting the extentto
which the cultural "practices" of bourgeois society are; in fact;_constituted
through the interaction of competing momentsorteliefi va4ueq; andmeaning.;
Thus, education, as apart of these practices, mustbe seen; not as 'he unmediated
effect of a single social ,:titss (theffequent interpretation_or'correspondence"
theorists), butasthe compkx_consequenceofthe struggle between both dominant and_ subordinate classes or social interests.3 While we are-under no illusion
that such a swank occurs in a situation of political or sacia! parity, the consequences; in educational terms, must still be viewed as significant.
This paper will fccus on what has Keen termed the "basic skills" movement
as an illustration of the way in wh:ch education is an arenaJor: the struggle
between contettding classes, interests, and ideologies. Spetificallyithe basic
skills movement is viewed as a reaction by sections _of Ahe middle class to

educational changes that occurred in Americaduring the 1960s and 1970s;
changes thatwereitheniselves products_ of broader shifts in ideology and class
relationsiluringthis period. Atthe core of this reaction, 1 believe, is the dematid
for a re-grounding ofclass positions and social hierarchy in traditional nolions of
the social division of labor. Such notions are rooted in the division between those
workers who are educated and whose work is believedio deperid on the success-

ful use of the intelkct, and those whose work does not
To argue that The basic skills_movementmay be understood, fundamentally,
as part of a middle-class attempt to rew sell the hierarchical nature of class
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divisions is ma tr liscregant the undoubted comgexity-ofthemovement,While
avoidingany definitive formulation, I will assume that thefflimarkpedagogic
=Min ot :he basic skills-movermn; is to- ircrease the level of numeracy and
literacy.:11 mutt be recognized, however, that the common as.uxiation of task

Ski IllAiiithinotions oftraditional"_ackoOling(inchrding.: fiettmntly an emphish on disdp,_circurnscribed_currkultir offe rings, patrietie and ttod-fearT
ing attitudes) suggests wider and more complex motives.- Nevertheless,- this
paper_ will concentrate on basic skills defined primarily in terms of emir no: a
ckarly sicackmk. goals.
One further_ note on _sociological _categories Inthis _paper t*._aiissocial
conflict _is that between what _is commonly referred io_as_the middleelass and
ott4r suNirdinate szcial-groups (working class, workingpoor, and-so-on).-The
isti nctioa, broadly, smoking, correspands io that of the mentaV-mantial division

of labor; middk7closs groups receive the imprimatur for intellectual work
thrtugn what Nicos Poulantzas refers to -as the rituals and symholiams of die
iducational_system.___In traditional_ Manikin terms,_ such a_conflict might -be
.

conceived_ as_one _that _pits_segments of _the_working_class apinstone anoth4r
(since alt the groups are subordinate_to those_who_controithe means_ofproduction). 'This, he *ever, should -in _no_ way minimize the- significance of the conflict.,

Indeed, I Inlieve it is precisely ;he divisions and distinctions among working

mopkespecially the penchant for- "middle-class" ktentilicatimthat -has
sustainedtiv characteristically Arnerican hostility tOWards_ arty kiirdol'Uniftl
workingclass politicd identity._ The drive to distinguish oneself as _Middk claSs
(togethe r with _other divisive ten& ncies_ such _as racism, strong eth-lik "tiesoind
regienalism)_ has_ gi ven the _U sited_ States it!_ _uniquely_ tYagmentedsocilLstruc-

ture.-At least in the short rtm, the thesis developed in this paper does not provide

encouragement for "new working-close ihtworists4-or otintswlmrwouldlike-to
believe that- the huge and expanding army of -white-collar and- professional
workers in Ainerica is-ready to abandon-its niiddle-class selfLimage ani inlopt,
instead, an ideotogy of working-class soIidarity.
Edueattonal Reform and -the INtirocratizatio-n of Culture
In looking at the interactive forces which -have had, as thei7 consequerce, the
bask skills movement,' perhaps the most visible has been the curriculum reform
efforts of the l9f4)s. Such efforts- weie organized amtzincl cultural ,principle
which, for wantof a better term, might be cal led populist. Curiously, white many
effectsof _the sixties7.experiments_andieforms have been- swats away during
the decade_ of_ _conservatism _that_ has followed._ they imitinue to serve as_ an

important_ _focus (symbolic or otherwise) for the discontent of basic skills
protagonists.
In the use of the term "populist," tfre intention is to draw together a range of
cuniculari_pedagogic, and institutional demands which (as we -shall -see- telow)
!lad_ as _their unifying purpose tlte_attempt_ to reduce the pedagogic distance
betweenthe _cultural_and_epistemokigic ..experiences of the chiiiroom, and

those found in the real life experience or the studentin the street, the corn-

munity. the home -,,or the workplace. This-movement was p.ratltkdinotheraieas
of the. six0.
-and artisitic_ activities. Central to_the_ilattIlle__oftese
demands-, ant, _ _ rtainly liattressing theirurgenc yi_werequestionsconceming the
relationship her ween _the
oftheschoot and_ the exclusion of or discrimination against ethnic_ and racial groups 1n addition,-there was- tie- more
general demand for "rekvance,'-'- that is, a call to relit:: du activities arx1 exri
ence -of samling to die life of the student.
-The edutational reform movement.- as is wickly recognita, restifted in the
pmliteration of courses _in scheoli which ic hided most_notably i_studiesinitM
.

history_andeidturcof disadvanuiged nv77.orities:_merwironmentgarA ecological

concernu in conten
politicsaAi c. "'At_ niess-mecAiL-cnn'ent event.% and
Siadialissuec_Themwas also a Widen:op : :It:my instruction into contemporary
themesiazoncern
rolevarce" in history and social-sttnlies,-ard an inNrest
in _the exploration_ of personal exierience.sexual activity and _relationships,
drugs, famfty-life, moral andvahre concerns,_ and so on.5 InadditiontOlhe widely

heralded proliferation and diversiftation_of curriculumithereemerged(thou0
t !mussed mpoivaid ofkid direct experience_01the tocalorsurioundingcotamunity (the tchool-without-walis"-being,
perImps, the Wsinotedexampleof this focus); In the'alternatin" sch-o-ol=that
most_Visible_or notorious symbol of tin reforms of' this periodmany of these
tendencies -mespd; namely, a concern wit% contemporary_ social issue?.._ a
pedagogy that- often hwInded direct, out-okhe-clauroom experience, and an
expitgation of tin stud-ent's particularculturalexperiencearidpersonid identity,
Taken as a wliok. -such -reform canibt_seenazi an _affirmative (or_more
accurately a- reaffirmation) of_a powerftiland *aikidos _diucational theme _in
which ftlioding iakknii&dwittrthe apprehension_ofthe colkclive _arc rnmon
cultureWhiletheourricular,institutional, and p4agogic- elements mnticned
on a more liMited-scide)currictila

.

ritiovecannot Wsaid to form a clearly articu!itted presentation of such t: iew, the

concern Iv beiieve, sti!I a -central one. It is evidenced in changes in the

curriculum so 1hs.i its facus shifts towards an exploration_ofeontemporary social
experience (encapsulated in the often trivializingnotion_or _'relevance), .andin
institutional changes_ that_ Move the_school towards emWdying_or reflectingthe
social_aird cultural _context in_whiCh_ it islocated (through integration, main,
streaming,_and so on),_Tite_underlying assertion-is-that-the ''culture°
schoolneeds tocomprise many, if not all, of those values, ImIkts, mearihii;.; JAM

experienceswhictiaref3urAwithinthe wider sixiety, aral-that the puix:5,z, of the
schootis_connected_tothe- pmcess -of transmitting, ftwilitating access to, and
widesprealapprehension of, this culture. Tie mwerfhl assertion of this view,
beginninOnthe l96(.is, engendered, inevitably, important curricular

tional-demandeinands which have, &spite the more recent changes. _con
tinned to reverterate within education. In curriculum thetocusonissueaof
sexual, ethnic, racial, and social "relevance"_ckmonttrated_theiediMandivifth
its concerns for life in the present (not in-the patt)_antof lift asit is experienced
by all tkose who constitute .society (not just a select group)._At_the_institutional
kvel the public school. in Order to more _mil), reflect the common culture,
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attempted to become more representative-of Me wh-ole-sacial -co-rtkritiek and
white, rich and poor._ "-normal" and-haMicapj*di_andso-on;_

At the centre_of :the ideologkal unef,fpinninp foiriMse changes _was a
resurgence Of demands_for greater egilita6Anhra_in American life;_Such a re.
surgence_wasfedby_the civil, ecoaamic, and social-struggles-of minorities Aral

women, ancLby tWanti,hierarrhicalanclanti-buraocraticconcenis of tlw- stu=
dent_movemetit;_Thecuhural (and-related educational)-mvoli dust resulted-limn

the_egalitinianism- had, at -its heart, a numter of commit pressures: these
included the attempt-to reduce-We sepration between Colimerplwhatco
stitutes "culture °Land real life; the attempt to assiMilltep-oltictinciculture; the
concern to erase the tepatitteneu OfperionalitrittUltbM _experience; andlhe
atkminio reduce otiliinittatet_MAWitknud_Wierarcrues_that restrict_who may
particirTete in_ tk_s__maAing" _ofzulture, what counts aseomprisinsculture,- and
*Nil-sable _toappreCiate ft; Daniel_ Bell(1976)_ in his discussion of the effects of
tMs_rtical temperon the Arts; noted-that there was--'stylistically

to_ ecliPse_ !distancepsychic distam, social dista=1-

=atm*

mithlticillit=

tanceand insist on tire absolute presentntss, the simulterkitym4
ofexperkwe" (p. C). In all, hessit,'_'Ultterv wis a 'tremocratizatiots"_ ofealturein
witch imilfag could be co-nrickledhigh or teTv
Ind a woAd
sentibilkY

which was teCettni* to dl" (0. 130)._
TherettAt of thismovementfor greater equalityir Americau

=Ciet

,

by minorities, _women, the poor; students, and others, gent.,14,-,:s

leading towards a radical redefinition or reinterpretation of tilt meaninat of
culturt.- There was a movement towards- redming_the hkrarthitally_orddied
separation Wtween those_practicns;_meanings,_symi*Ls,_knowletAge,_and_so on

associate& with the_ootion of "*.iihureartd those reWrasento wat members
Of the Frankfurt School or.9cial _Research havecalkd "civilization;" Included
in the latter were the practices, meanings, ; 1d so on-asuclated with tin-':kiaily
round of existence"or z.xample, work, community, and the family. Olt -the
other hand, -cultureetaining its- connotation_ _of_"rugheulttire" (the_seWet
heritage of intellectual; qrtisticjiterary, And _aesthetic_ _products)olaimed_to
representmore noble concerns; From _this perspective, CUlture could nolonger
be seen as restrktento_only certain lutrIlawactivitietor endeavors; or found in
_

ody a_very_select_ number of locations; Instead, culture is to in viewed as
existing wherever man makes the_world the_objectof his knowledge, submitting it
to a process of transformation, altering reality. It lyeconies
*ith the

entirv- range of human practice -and social experience.' The- stl.,,:g. factory,
neigWorho-ndo and so on, Are no 1,!.. ; a part of the culturalmatrixlhan the more
traditional sites of cultural trans_rit;Lsion-schnols,_museums,_aie so on;_ Noris

ctilture quite so connected to the abstract.ithesymbolicor_thingspastlit isless
the_accumulationofaselect tradition than_the ongoingprocluctof the totalhuman
experience; It is pre-eminently concerned with the life presnetly lived, and the
language. concerns, -meanings, values, and-activities of dame living.The result ofali this was precisely a legitimation of elucational reforms that

led to an extended and broa&ened version of what constitutes educational
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experience or "counts" as educational knowkdge. Media "literacy" no kss
than the "clanics." Black culture no lessihari U.S. history, ecological aware=
ness no hss thanalgebra or tligonometry, could be viewed as valid components
of school curficidurn. Nor, indeed, did schwl constitute Ore only, or even the
best, site for education. It was seen as suffering from its cloistered unrelatedness to the "real" world outside.
More consequential, however, than the relatively small expansionor diversification of the curriculum, or widened owortunities for "treti;1"
worl:
undertaken outside of the c lassroon 1. is the relationship ofthesech:
!tie
fundamental ideological concernc It is around such_concems raft_ *__Aitthe
precise nature of the curricular
pedagogic_changes that-the-real tensions

underlying the batie skilltmovement_rnay
It is hereihat the radical
reforms_ of tW LW3ib aitd early "Os beijn to undermine -the relationship of the
school to the social division of labor arid the reproduction of the diftiktoction
between middlelass arid working-class life. The expansionaiid_divenikcation

of curriulum duringeas ,-vricid, for exam*. reduces-ft ordered hierarchical
character of schwl knowleage.
thittense Thecurritulum relbrms initiated
during the 1l9 54h did iridied _undennine the ePistemological bases for SCcial
rankina and_hierarthy thatare embeddedin_the process of schtmling (we shall
returnio_this in the_next_section). More directly, however, the inorpcfration of
experiences and knowkdge more closely related to the lives of stocknts (particularly those most often excluded from, or unsuccessfill in, de educational pro
cess) erodes the traditional sepiration of tcliccol experience from reallik.lit we

have mrul, it is precisely this separation that is finidarnentd to tk division
between "culture" and "civilization." In other WOrds,to sustain_tWaotion

"Incoming idticated" (where education rekrt to the seWctil..t transinistioktann

iricoiporgicwoicultural"sittalall requites tWrit schools pro,Adi expthenees
thatare_Madedby_tftirseparateness from the life of students (tome more than
Others)i. ,L_wihose availablity or accessibilit y can thus be regulated by tilt scho-ol
(ind uhh,-iately by the state). It is precisely, as Michael Young (1971) has shown,

the char xter of sclaxil knowledge or experience that hat traditionally under-

pinned this sepration=its companm(tiization, abstractionconcem_with
literary arid symbolic manir.dation, as-well as its emOasis on iM_bripersonal,
the past or tht Aittant, and its_ spurning of kW language or other culturally
particidaristic traitsoithe student (which is to say, of the tower-class student),
Giverithe fundamentl social distinctions that are transmitted and reinforced
bribe ability tocope with or succeed at the acalernic curriculum, it is no wonder
that the movement for curriculum change, tatted around tin populist notion of
"relevance," rrwt with such hostility. It was perceived leotrectly) Lisa challenge
to the selective process that tuiderpins the social division of la6orthe very basis
of middle-class status. By allowingthe inclusion of a greatly entended range of
curriculum e xperiences, many of which were more directlyrelated to the lives of
the poor, minorities, or working-class students, the particular character of die
"_'cultund_capital," which is both the spume and 11.* pro-drict of middle-class
advantage, was threatened.'° A larger and less exclusive set of symbols, mean-
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ings,- knowledge, mid values-could be utilized as "capital." In Wert- (and to
continue-the economic metapborL_with a drastic increastintlit accessibility to,
or availability-AA, tht:.'"cultural_capit' al: required for educational success, the
.

middk class _Mt: _itself _threatened by a devaluation__of its_ most_ precious_ resource,the _abilit y _to_ transmit the_ _advantages_ _of_ the_ division _of _labor to its
_

offipting_through_its_disproponionate_ possession of "cultural capital"
It is clear then that the-curriculum changes initiated in tbs 1960s, with ttwir
populist implications for the demmratization of culture, posed an -important
threat to tbe stable reproduction of class advantage. Th-oae sections of tht middk
class who most ctearly felt this threat could do no more than insist on a return to
some standards-through-which their cultural advantage woutd_berestored arid
maintained. With- the-utilitarian .erOf ton :If any _notion ofteing educated _cow
nected to general intelleetual or aestIVetk_ development,: such_ a return was_to the

bartlroneaconcept of "basks",a_ simplified _in ventory of: capabilities_ that
markedont asable_or notable to perform "mental" work Pad hence to quilify
for white-collar or professional training;
-NtickiteJCIairs

tht Episternolotkal Ito* krT Hkrareby

Whik the reforms- ckscribtd above cannot be ascribtd in a simp*_way to_any
kindOl_WorkilKlass:_movementnevenhtlessiht_ commitmerits_of its_ major
prolagonists- yninorities,_ the poor,_ studentscc nainly contained_ aspects _of
whatbasbeen _referred-to_ as _proletarianideolowh" Inparticular, there was a

signifinant thnist- towards social- egalitarianism, -and a concern for --dm
demccratization of the notion of culture. In contrast, but ctonly allied with this;
there- was the recumate of-ideas- an-d practices that, whik also tadicalonove
ckarly spring
traditional soil of _tiourgeoisitWOlcrgy.::,4eh
practices have.:
tt:',7;7; r_centre, iht rad kalmiddlt-class notional._ aidividindism,
with_its demata:__4:4_11 '-zdontfrT3m_theconstraints_of sociil institutions, and the

untered pursuit of_ penonal fulfilment; Such idei.r4ogy, _cot otuk1/4-d-with aspects_ of _Freudian_ psychology, humnigic -existential philoshy, and anistie
"modernism," -resulted in demands that the individual te-freed not mreiy front
ingitutional constraints (traditkinally in iiw U.S. aeen as tlioae-ofgovernmerit),
b-ut from co-nventio4al actial-roks and a repressive sexuWitternity. Tht_bilittw

omit nwntaliiy,withitsemphasison instrUtntntalratitnidity,wasreOtWiTc1With
the_notion of the liberated individualspontaneous; authentic, arru self-determining;
While the resurgence of the notion-of individuality retkted drama& -and
spectacular proportions a decade ago,- its disappearance from die social -stage

may bt, in-many ways, more apparent than real. As HanaDteitzel(1977) has
convincingly argue . its message has_ infact continuttlto_permeattour scatty
and _teenincreasingly embraced by an important section:of themiddle class;_ At
the cent re of Mt conti nuing 'Jew lt bas_bien _a pervasive questioning _of; and
d is -ient from, aspects oft he preval ling_ bureauc rat ic andinstrumental rationality;
There is_the ever-widening concern with personal growth and "self-actualizing"
experience, and an insistence not only on individual rights taxi literty but also,
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momprofoundly,on the satisfaction of individual needs andtkpectations Such
expectations have been most visibly focussed on the domain of our "private"
livessexuality, self-awareness, emotionality, and personal relationships. Its
preoccupation with notions of "organie_gmwth_and harmony has led to a
refection of, or dissent from. some_ aspects of corporate techmlogy, aod a
concern with "holisties_notioris _of health-care, nutrition, arid so on. Perhap5 the
most_powerRd_POliticalsyMbol of this revolt has lxen tht continuingimportance
of thenvironrnental movement, with its implie. intistenet on thetedefinition of
man'S relationship to the natural worldaway froM _the prevalent notions of
"conquest," "mastery." and "domination.** to ont_of I armony and_ mutuality.
While the environmental movement continues toreprc._. nt apowerful negation
of the instrumental Fationality of corporate industrialism, and a demarid for a
more existential approach to barTian activity, the other imprtant and enduring
influence of the 'filsthe women's movementcontinues as the cutting-edge of
the liberating insistence on self-definition and ftlf4etermination,rather than the
socially_ascrid identities of convention mid stereotypicalcategories .
it has been :aggested by a numberof authors thatthis middleclass "revolt"
has produced a profound paradox. The nishforlives that are more hidividuated
has left in its wake the debriS oftorn-up socialbondsand human commitments,
and the restless quest for symbols_ andMianings that might constitute a vialAe
cuhure. The !Mical insisterice_on the centrality of iralividualism in this has fed
into the accelerating emphaiis_on the donain of "private" conceals to the
increasing detriment ofthat_which is publiche intensi&ation of a narcissistic
self-absorption. Thisargument is proposed by Richard SCnnet .: "As concerrktr
questions ofselfhood has grown To-ttater, participation With Strangersiar social
ends has diMiniihedor that pat.icipation is perverted by the psychological
question." The obsessive desire, Sennett argues, to "authenticate oneself,one's
motives, one's feelings," and the prectcupation witi,Auestions concerned with
"whether I am gamd enough, whither I am adequate, and the like" (Sennett,
1977, p. 11) havesupp-orteda trade-off between publk and private cower 'A,
between_greater psyehie absorpfion and less axial participation,
Shicethe 1960s, demands for educational reform by some_sections of the
Middle class have, toan extent, reftected thett tendencies. (CUriceagairk as in the
"democratization" of culture and itS effect_on cufficulum, wedo not wish to
exaggerate the real influence ottheie chailifei what_ is important Imre is tte
significance of their perception, Plitieulafly by those hostile to dem) Itrhaps
nowhere is thisziore deafly evWenced than in the widesisrend cekbration (in
thenry if not in genuine practice) of the notion of individualitation inthi_process
of kamini. TLe accept-Axe of a notion of individualized karning tkiei indeed
pose a rettatialthreat (of course, at this time, more apparent than real)to the
epistemological basis of the sew:tors rok in the reproduction of the division of
labor. This is mark ckar m1an article by Zvi Larntvi, "The Status of Knowledge
in die Rtdizal Concept of Education."
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Uinta _argue& _that_ the_implication of_ an individualizing (or as_ he_ calls it

individuatinaand self-actualizing approm h_ to education leads to a stress on the
notion of the distinct or unique in-each- human Iming-==4fiversity, tk argues, is a
necessary condition for achieving this, In such an appmach,education is viewed
asa process-through which "the individual actualizes-hisunique personality and
crystallizes his unique identity" (Lamm, .1972, p.. 128). Learningbecomesless
concerned with the acquisitionof social roles or theinternalization of the-._vidues
or norms.of &specific eultureInsteae_ creativity becomeseentral to pedagogy;
and su*ctivitra te stofthe valid it y_ofinowledge, As Lansmarguer_'_losowledge
and creativity are_ considered_ together._ knowledge isseen _as _the object of
crerAyity" (p. 132). There is, he says, "the rejection of the inherent prescriptive

structure-of knowkdge. It is not die-laws- according to which knowkdge 'is
organized which dictate the perrnissiNe limits of its_ maniptlation; _bid the
characteristics of the creative person whieh.determine the tyre, the scope, the
direction___of_the_manipulations_possible" (p. 132).
At the same time ,_ tke r.--tefia or subjectivityin the_karning process rest_on
an-el 'stemological choice _;- avor of an existential position. Knowledge, Lamm
argues, exists f..7 the learner-when it is meaningful to- his life. It- is the subject;ve

exikrietwe of knowledge- which imbues it with validity: "The =merit- the
teacher recognizes subjectivity as tbe test of meaning, he grants the student the
statusof hard ,factor in educwion, and knowkdge becomes the soft factor which
must be adapied to meet his requirements. At thesameitime, heals() abolishes
the c...ithority implicitly granted knowledge in traditional conceptions_ of edticationarid with
Authority as the one who imparts knia*Wdgt" (p. 134);
ino1 the episte mologicaleonsequences that inhe_e in
From sia
the_notion o
don; it ispossi ble to_understand whyauch educational
_wed_ as disruptive_ o the tradittonal_rtiation.ship_between
demands raa_.
schcolinE ano tjormiuction of the division of labor. The schaal, if it isto be
viewed as legitimately-able to operate-as tin agency -of -stmial- -selectioruto
eff-ectively and non-arbitrarily discriminate between- individuals' intellectual
capacitiesmust- utilize uniform, standardized measures of-ability, and com=
monly accepted definitions of-what his to be "bright," '-'creative," "dull," and
so _on. It is_precisely this which the individualizing-pedagOgy begins to-undermine, In assertingthe uniquencs&andnon=comparability_ ofindividurdabilities;
capabilities-, and soon it c hallenges _the standard izat ionofmeasuretrequired for
_

the school-s'- role- in_ tbe __social- -selection-- prcxess-- and- etudes-the-fixed-and

objective vkw of -tire nature -of knowledge- against which students can
uniformly judged. From such a gerspective, for example, tin choke of truli=
tional grammar lessons- vs. creative- writing raises profound epistentokmkal,
ideological,' and ultimately soc'obgical questions. Creative writing, with its
pronouncedeommitment to sO Active validity; is of courft_harikriojudgein
any unifonnlytigitedorcomparabkmanner,_Thesame_difikWtymakesitelear
why_ such_surtects as_tha"nev mathematics(witkits_emphasis_on_process
rather t han_ result), _or artistic.; crt ative,_or critical pursuits; engender the hostile

or deprecatory attitudes that they commonly do. Each represents areas that

fj y &i'ly npCmechanirn 01 evaluation_ or_assessment and _hence
46kfitialtelfe:'*ppsEVerttti COnsittent_btsis_ for intelWettild /elation trim _under-

-Oita thschooles_ rokift_thereprocTuction of _the_ social diion_d_ lab=
One-final_note on this apparent challenge by sections of the middk class to
tte ckarly ordered efketsof traditional ehtchgrogy. The =min tatruatox is MOM
apparent than real in thedecisionby those whoi`early appearfromtheschool
Selection process to opt for what appears_ to_ _their selklestruction through the
erosionotstandardized_processes_ofevaluationotjudgment;_ln fac4 the result is
not somuch_toeliminate he comparat ive assessmentof ability as to makea quest
liar evaluation _criteria _more elusive to parents and students wins are traditionally
less_successfid in Achool. As Green and Sharp (1975),-for exampk, Avow in thei-

study of omn education, assessment of students in this context moves fronta
relatively strictly defined cognitive framework to a more difftse_sociapsych
logical one. Not surprisingly,_ use_ oftheopenclassroom *ithits_indivWualized
pedagogy creates for working-chits parents and_crrildren_more unknowns inthe
process_-_of_selectioniand thelikelihood_of increased frustration as it becomes
more diffkult_to "train" children forsuccess (through, simply, a few extra hours
oftworingin reading,_arithmetic; and soon). In-the demaral for a return to basic
skills;_the impulse is for a return -to a-clearly stated, well-q-rdered hierarchy of
schevol knowledge, and-for the elatvration of an explititly aid outistar.dattlited
mcide of evaluation. Only this, -it .appearsto_ its protagonists, guarantees the
cont inuat iontif e trad it ional to_k_of schooling in the reproduction ofthe school
division_olla6or,_ and the fulfilment of expectations regarding social and ixcupational mobility;

Basle Skills and the Crisis-in Whiteollar Latvor
Whitt: I have pointed, in this paper, to the effects 1.";! wo-%ing-class and middle
class ideological challenges to the epistemoloecalibtl_
socialidivisioncif

laborchallenges which have contributed to_the

movementperhaps the decisive influence bas heelLtheremilt ottliose polics
pursued by tht aominant class interests in society_Such

good less _in terms _of recent or shorwerm_ changes and_ more lathe_ baltic
developments _of monopoly. capital._ Ce nual _to _this_ hasbeen_what_ is-sometimes
referivd_ to as the '.proletationiiAt ion" _of white-collar and-professional work.--1-2

Stich_work-4he'prize" of diligentand successful schoolinghas increasingly
lost its privileged_or 4ualitatively -superior character vis-ivis manual work. Its
increasingly specia:Ized, fragmented,- and mechanized character, in addition to
the mrmeation of bureaucratic standards and criteria-for its accomplishmenti
has-frequently eroded tfre hitherto advantaged_situation _of_thote_entairgtin
white-collar and _prokssional._ occupations;___ While the "Cleanness" of offiCe
work, _the _opportun ity to _work downtown,- wear_ a suit and tie,- and- so on; still
_

indicate superior status _for_ such workers; theydo not entirely compensate for the

commonly _reported paucity of interest, autonomy, or creatiyityin such jobs
littributes that-are precisely those promised by the compktion of the appropriate
quantity of scho-oling and profession& training. The dissatisfaction engerkkred
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iiekaily _evidenced in not_ only _the rapid spread_of_ white-collar _unionization;
but the industrial-14y_k militancy_ of_ many professional groups _(public _school
teschen -being; _perhaps; the clearest example). Such Inhavkw has ir&ficated a
breakdown-of clear white- and blue-collar differentiation, artd the erosion of die
traditional basis- for social-class distinctions; h-owever, one -cannot disregard
entirely the continuing superior prestige-of workers associated-with theprocess

of__ conceptualization; planning; or administration ratMr than with direct
prUduction;
Alongside changes in the notion of _"intellectuar wo&_hasbeen_theeffect of
what is seen asthe overproduction of educated workers; The apparent-surplus of
potential workers with degrees and diplomas has le4to tin genrel devaluation of
edocationalcretientials. This teruiency will likely usuna crkical progvoItiuna as
thc fesent fiscal crisisof tilt state ensures &dramatic restoction_ in tne.emOsy,
ment o:these edticated workeza(forext4mpk; the effects of hidgetary cutbazki
in eduvation_arid human_ services).13
Whik weconnot elaliorate here onsurrenteconomic policies pursuedby the
dominant_cconomic intezests;_ the kng-term_ effect _of _these policks_(certainly
intensified by recent policiesof state-and federal governments) is the devaluation

of the results- of successfid schooling. The absence however-, or a critical
sociilpolitical perspective among wide sections- of the working arid nAdk
classes has-resulted in such-developments being_blaMed less on econorr_-11,

cies that Akio promotertillemployment arid thegeneration- of *brit_ situations
com mensurate _with edOcational preparat ion _and prokssional_ expectations, _and

more on the "problems!' of schcoling. "Open-door" policiesof schosls,
'promotion," "grade Enfiation," arid ttve-erosion of educational :i,Inudards are-seen

as bring at th.; -root of the prob*m in their tendency-to reduce the sekctivity of
the iMutatknal process (aMMus weerpreduce qualified "educated" wcirkers);
In other -words; the ertid_ing position_of_whiteollar orprofessionaLweiters in
mar lylields is viewed_lessas a_ pmbkm of inadequateeMOloyment opportunities
and more _as & consequence_ of schooling-that has become _too_ easy.

Within the context of this "proletarianimtion"_ of white-collar_and professional work; at; _2 the _perception of a surplus among educated workers, it -is clear

w!..y Micies tha:- have as their consepierice greater seketivity among soidents
.1igit b pursued. Such policies; by reducing the supply -of educated workers .
woid, i:, ;8-felt, likely restore the hitherto valued and prestigious position of such
woricers, More simply. it -would increase the 'payoffo7lioth monetary andirilhe
nature of the work; for tfrose most diligent_orsuccessfitl inihe classroom; The
result of such a_perssectiveis;_olcoursei_the _demand: for greater restrictiveness
in_ sehOoling.:througi,_ an intensified-process of
alnating_stwients_;_ _whether
_

through standardizedte.-.11;_competency_examsorother sekctivemease__ Is (that
arealso_ likely to_ benefit the middle class in their competition with-students-from
working-c-;«..1 homes). -All of this, as we have seen, occurs in a framework which
asserts tne need to -restore the traditional basis of SC NV1
Auation--a need to
"retone!ito the ordered epistemdogical universe of the 311b.i or a related curricWar outio-ok.
* t *
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The basic Shift Me *Meat, as we have suggested-in, this- brief analysisi_repte,
sents,aNyveitkan attempt to restore the emding telationAlp between_schooiinp
and_the_reproduction of the class structure-_--a mlatie.5i1:!41,4_whichi k.rteasoni

described_ above, has !4.5.'corne owe- of cti__SChling _at Ail investment k.
intergenerational
tier ..,aainglY, _SS- a-dubious venture.- It it,.

indeed, prattoxice t_1:7,n; ,:iniovementivhkrt is,in itself, in many ways the livi
indictment ofedut-a-is-!.,..i developments it. bourgeois scciety stould purport
beitssayior-Theviaiiiittitaiic skills" i t the very erntaxliment ofapedagogy
that_ iventirelyinstrumental, one Mose- claims to -huMan enlightenment _are
couchedinterms of bare human survival.;.Its predMitinant associationwith such
entirelymilitarian arrd mxational cOnceMS retireidfitithe very quintessence of
educational -reform in twentieth=ceintley batiegeciii
The realicarterox of de basic- Skint idea it_that_Wbile it rtemptsto asset*
thou distiructiontehaMeterhtk_Oftlaii,diVided_societesbetween "culture!"_

and"tiVilitlitiofi,"_'"inentarand "manual" labor, mut so onheverytiolienof
"tiiiiieakilli" is =admission of tie disintegration-of these_ distinctionc_Thus,
iiia."e_ichoolain-bourrNsis-steiety are moved in the diMetiontif increasingly
Vagmentea, nrit utilitarian concernsi _they are &so expected to
affirm thw geweralizott tallikarittribateslhat legitimize dm superior stattis of
those employedinithe artii_of Coneepfualization, planning, and administrant*
and the subordinatitiri_of thaie relegated to manual-labor. Andyetitisixecisely
theerosionofany notionof Culture that is embodied inthepreatittfocuson basic
skills, "minkItum competencies," and-so on. Edutatien baireplatidany con.
cern With the general apprehension of the Meaningsand Valuesin_society, or the
development, of the ifacul ties oftritidatinqiiity,__With a preoccupation with tle
acquisition of those ifittrtiMentalititailecessary only-to attain and maintain one's
place in the latfor market._ AS Corm Therlmrn (1978) notes, wt N-the_Subordirfr.
tion and_ conterOpt !of manual labor is not unique tO capitalist
oar_
ottieterioihs_C pre-capitalist," feudal, mandwiti"}i, *bath CO: 4rst it is nt;__

_possessioniof genzral 'culture' ..
labour."_In otter -words; the baticitkills_ movement _representr an Attempt to
uphold educational standardt thrOUgliii_pedigogy that is itself an ornission and a

reinforcement of their eraiditi_ltiian adMission of the incormation-of educa,
tion into Ore market= plact;_ It it an _advancementof the prceess, by which
educational activity abandtinianypurpose_other-than-leing a prehicie to mental

labor in a conte at in Whiehi as Nc rman Birnbaum (1969) suggestsothe inhabitants
of industrial iticiety become ever more culturally constrittedorimpovedsbedlt
is in ithiiiensc Mat the_ basic skills movement is part tit thepisteMblogical and
ideological response to the present educational and ak;..ial trisis,asesponse that
makes clear that it is much Mae a part of thit crish ththi a solution to it.
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No Its

1. This isespecially
"revisionist**_educo.:.ion.:.)

in

c:..Inected witk what is sometimes referred:to as
v.-oh analyses of education that adopt a ''-cultural

wide range of authors connectediwith theft
reproduction !! perspectiv4:
approaches,- there is-an overwhelming propensity to "ffx" the character of education
entirely within the matrix of dominant class interests and ideology;
2. For ;-.!'.-important -discussion-of thissee. for example,- Raymond Williams. Marxism

and literature (London: Oxford University Press; 1977);
3. For an elirly piesentation of this view. no Raymond Williams. Culture and society,
Svi Shapiro.-Education and
17804950 (Middlesex. England: Penguin , MS). t-also
the state in capitalist witty Aspects_of the soc iologyof Nkos_Poulantzasinflarrani
Educational-Review_(August _1980);-50(3): _and_Shaping the educational imagination:

Class; culture; and_ the_ nom radict ions of the dominant ideology; in The Journal of
Curriculum Theorizing tin press).
ThecteNcbprnent: ofA:ie theory of a "newsvorkingclase'svas spurred on by the
events of May-1968, in France. See.- for exampk the work of Alain-Touraine or Andre
Gt.irz In ttie-- United States. -see. -for-example, -Stanley Aronowitz, Fidse promises
(New York: _McGraw-Hill, 1973); or the work of Alvin Gouldner;
5. Perhaps the most influermal-expositors of such reform during this peririd -were Nea
Pvitman- and Charles Weinganner. in Teaching as a subversive activity (New York:
Delta, 1969)._

6.- For a good summary of the characteristics of such programs. see Alan-A. Glatt-Wt.
Alternatives in educatiOn: Schools an4 programs _(New York: MAI, Mead, 1975).

7. Culture is unikrsiiit*1 her.. hi its_ anthropological sense as a-Wittik way offift," itol
in the limited and selective usage as the accumulation of intelkettial, artiltic, and

literary inslucts which comprise a 'cultural lieritage;"
_See,-for-exampk, the Fr-Akturt Institute for Sociql Research, Aspects of sociology
(Boston: Beacon Press; 1972); esmcially_ chap. 6.

It is-this view of culture that is described by the Brazilian radical educator. Paulo
Freire. Fle. for example, his EducatiOnfor critical consciousness (New York: iitioty,

9.

1973);_

10.- TN" cimcept of -cultural capior refers to the notion elatiorated by Pierre Bourdieu
and-Jea.g-Claue4e-Passeron in Reproductiin. fn education, society and culture (London:
Sage Publications; 1977).-and Basil Bernstein in an.c.c (wires and control, Vol.-3: Thward

at/army of educational transmissions (London: Routkdge and Kegan Paul, 1977).
II,- Raymond Williams distinguishes a "proletarian" from a "bn_urgeois" ideology or
culture not in terms-of whether it is-!'a uniform possession or all-the individuals_ who
might;_objectively._be_assigned -to-that-class. ... We mean, rather,-that thit it the
essential idea embodied intheorganizationsand institutions i 'tic-II-that -class- creates.
For the working class; argues Williams; this is the basic_derilocratic_ collective idea;
"and _the institutions. manners; habits of_ thought; and intentions which proceed fom
this. See R. Williams, Culture and wriety, 1780-1950; 0. 313.
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12; Sec. for example._Sianley-Aronowitz.lisbe pronuxes (New York: McGraw=Hill,

1973),or Richard Sennett and Jonathan Cobh. The hidden injuris of cia:s
(New York:
Knopf. 1972)-

13. See Michael Harrington; Detadc -of-dye:situ, New York: Simon
_and_ Schustei .
1980). pp.269=70:

19841. for instaoce;betweco 20 percent-_and 21 percent of me labor

force wilt holdilegrees. bOt the Share of professional and_technital
WOrkers- (the classic
place for the middle class)-in the teenotnyiwill bebetween 14.9percent
and 15,4 pereent
(in 1960, 10 percentof the labor force ha4finished college and professional
and technical
workers were :11 percentt_ Another projection 'estimates that.: in 1985._2.5
college
graduates_will be cOMPeting ibrevery 'choice job', thus generating a
of two
hundred thousand degree holders.-
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